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Assistant Commissioner for Patents
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AMENDMENT AND REMARK

Responsive to the Office Action mailed on November 28, 1997, the Applicant

respectfully requests the Examiner to enter the following amendment and to consider the

following remark:

AMENDMENT

In the Speci(fication:

On page 3, line 22, pl place "many" with --may--.

On page 3, lie23ase replace 'cameras" with --camera--.

In the Claims: i(
Please cancel claims 10, 11, 19 and 20, without prejudice.

Please amend the claims as follows:
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1I 1 (Once Amended) A system comprising:

2 a remotely piloted aircraft including.

3 a Rosition determining system to locate said remotely Riloted aircraft's

4 position in three dimensions: and

5 an orientation determining system for determining said remotely piloted

6 aircraft's orientation in three dimensional space:,

7 a communications system for communicating flight data between a computer and

8 said remotely piloted aircraft, said flight data including said remotely piloted aircraft's

9 position and orientation, said flight data also including flight control information for

10 controlling said remotely piloted aircraft;

I I a digital database comprising terrain data;

6O 12 said computer to access said terrain data according to said remotely piloted

13 aircraft's position and to transform said terrain data to provide three dimensional

14 projected image data according to said remotely piloted. aircraftfs orientation;

15 a display for displaying said three dimensional projected image data; and

16 a set of one or more remote flight controls coupled to said computer for inputiing

17 said flight Control information,-wherein said computer is also for determining a delay

18 time far communicating said flieht data between said computer and said remotely giloted

19 aircraft. and wherein said comRuter adjusts the sensitivity of said set of one or more

20 remote flight controls based on said delay time.

1 2. (Once Amended) The system of claim 1, wherein:

2 said remotely piloted aircraft [including:] includes a device for c4oturing image

3 data: and

4 said system oRerates in at least a first mode in which said image data is not

5 transmitted from said remotely piloted aircraft to said computer at a sufficient data rate to

6 allow for real time piloting of the remotely piloted aircraft
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[a position determining system for locating said remotely pi]oted aircraft's

position in three dimensions; and.

an orientation determining system for determining said remotely piloted

aircraft's orientation in three dimensional space].

9 r (Once Amended) A station for flying a remotcly piloted aircraft that is real or

simulated comprising:

a database comprising terrain data;

a set of remote flight controls for inputting flight control information;

a computer having a communications unit configured to receive status

information identifying said remotely pi]oted aircraft's position and orientation in three

dimensional space, said computer configured to access said terrain data according to said

status information and configured to transform said terrain data to provide three

dimensional projected image data representing said remotely piloted aircraft's

environment, said computer coupled to said set of remote flight controls and said

communications unit for transmitting said flight control information to control said

remotely piloted aircraft, said computer also to determine a delay time for

communicating said flight control information between said computer and said remotely

piloted aircraft. and said computer to adjust the sensitivity of said set of remote flight

controls based on said delaly time; and

a display configured to display said three dimensional projected image data.

oq')A (upAPlM ga B

2 a position d rmi ing system to locate §adF ev Vl**oted aircraft's position in

3three dimensions-

4 an o tion dete ning system to determine said remotely piloted aircraft's

5 e ointr esional ace;
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6 ion, inc ing.sai

7 remotely piloted aircraft's position and orientation, to a pilot =station f nisformnatian

8 into a three dimensional projected image of said remote oted aircraft's environment

according to a database rep sentin real teial terrain using polygons, said

10 communications system Iso f eivin from said pilot station flight control

11 information; and

12 ontrol system fo sting said remotely piloted aircraft's flight in response to

J 13 control informaffion.----

*Please add the following new claims:

1 (New) The system of claim 1, wherein:

2 said remotely piloted aircraft includes a device for capturing image data; and

3 said system operates in at least a first mode in which said image data is not transmitted

4 from said remotely piloted craft to said computer but stared in said remotely piloted

5 aircraft.

1 51. New eC iloted aircraf ofclam2 ute

2 a device for capturing image data, wherein said remotely pil aircraft operates

3 in at least a first mode in which said image data i at tran ted from said remotely

4 piloted aircraft to said computer at a sufficie.t d ate to allow for real time piloting of

5 the remotely piloted aircraft.

1 52. (New) The ad of claim 32 further comprising the step-of:

2 ge ng said flight control information responsive to said simulated three
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2 information in response to manual manipulation o the set of manual ontrols on

3 said pilot station includes the step of:

interpre id Ql ue to Me orizon, ratner Ian trU

6 n.

REMARK
Applicant respectfully requests reconsideration of this application as amended.

35 U.S. C §103 rejection, over Lyons in view of Wysokci or Fant or Beckwith

The Examiner has rejected Claims 1-9. 14-18. 23-32. and 34-38 under 35 U.S.C.

§ 103 as being obvious over Lyons in view of Wysoki or Fant or Beckwith.

According to M.P.E.P. § 2142, "[t]o establish a primary facia case of obviousness,

..the prior art reference (or references when combined) must teach or suggest all the

claim limitations. The teaching or suggestion to make the claim combination and the

reasonable expectation of success must both be found in the prior art, and not based on

applicant's disclosure," (emphasis added).

CLAIMS l and 14

Claim I has been amended to include the limitations of claims 2, 10 and 1I1 Similarly

Claim 14 has been amended to include the limitations of claims 19 and 20. Thus, Claims

I and 14 are discussed under the next rejection directed to claims 10, 11, 19, and 20.
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CLAIMS 24 AND 32

1. The Office Action Misdescribes Lyons

The office action agrees that Lyons does not teach the generation of "three

dimensional image data from the digital database and the navigation information."

However, Lyons fails to teach more than just the generation of the 3D image.

Lyons teaches a pilot station that uses dead reckoning to estimate the location of

the RPV. As is well known in the art, dead reckoned positions have accumulating error.

To correct for this error, the R]PV transmits some information to the pilot station. The

information transmitted depends on the approach of which Lyons describes two:

1) The transmission of video or radar image data from the RPV to the pilot

station. For the video and radar image data (Section 3, including Figure

8), the pilot station provides a two dimensional moving map on which the

pi]ot station indicates the dead reckoned position. At various intervals, the

piLot must use the video or radar image to correct the dead reckoned

position (This is what Figure 8 shows).

2) The transmission of laser measurements from the RPV to the pilot station. For

:the laser measurements (Section 4, Figure 10- 12), the pilot station includes

a database. The pilot station identifies a search area in the database based

on the dead reckoned position - where,the current dead reckoned position

is the center of the search area ("expected RPV position" in Figure 12) and

the search area represents the locations the RPV could be due to the

accumulating error in the current dead reckoned position. The pilot station

then compares the laser measurement for various position in the search

area in an effort to locate the correct position of the-RPV. Once the

database has been used to locate the correct position of the RPV, the pilot

station indicates the RPVs actual position on the 2D moving map (this

map is not generated based on the database).
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One advantage of the laser system being that the error in the dead reckoned

position is automatically corrected using the laser and database, whereas the video and

radar image data system requires user intervention to update, Another advantage of the

laser system is that the laser data requires less bandwidth than the video or radar image

data. For a further description of Lyons, see footnote

In summary, the Lyons reference teaches various techniques (or updating the dead reckoned position of
remotely piloted aircraft on a two dimensional moving map display available to the pilot. In particular, Lyons
contemplates a RFV transmitting inf'ormation to a control center (Figure 1). The control center is used by the pilot to
fly the RPV. To display the position of the RPV to the pilot, the control center provides a "moving map display.' As
contemplated by Lyons, "the most convenient display mode for the present application is the willing map or 'passing
scene' technique where a new line is added to the top of the display and the scene is shifted slowly downwards' (page
5-3, end of first full paragraph). In particular, Lyons contemplates using film to generate the moving map (Figure 5),
The moving map is moved based on the dead reckoned positions of the RPV.

As is well known in the art, dead reckoned positions have accumulating error. To adjust for this error, Lyons
describes two basic concepts: 1) map matching (Section 3); and 2) terrain map correlation (Section 4). The map
matching concept requires that the RPV transmit some kind of image data to the control center. In Figured6, the
control center is shown having the moving map display and the sensor display (i.e., a display generated from the image
data transmitted by the RPV). Lyons contemplates the transmission of two kinds of image data: 1) side looking radar
(SLR); and 2) real tim forward-looking sensors. When using the SLR system, the SLR generated image data received
by the control center allows it to make a downward-looking image. The pilot watches the sensor display (i.e., the
display generated based on the transmitted image data).for "likely update features"-landnmarks. When the pilot sees a
landmark in the sensor display, the pilot presses a transfer button which causes the control center to superimpose the
sensor display over the moving map (Figure 5). The pilot then adjusts the moving map so that it matches the overlaid
sensor display Image and presses an accept button. By adjusting the moving map in this manner, the dead reckoned
position of the RPV is updated in an attempt to remove the error associated with the calculation of dead reckoned
positions (Page 5-3, second, third, and fourth full paragraphs). The simulated SLR/map update system is illustrated in
Figures 7/A and 7B.

Having described the SLR-based map matching technique, the real time forward-looking sensor technique
will now be described. Lyons describes basically two techniques of updating dead reckoned RPV positions on a
moving map using"only real time forward-looking sensors: 1) an anamorphic projection technique (page 5-3, fifth full
paragraph; figure 8); and 2) a HUD based technique (page 5-3, sixth full paragraph; Figure 9). Similar to the SLR
based technique, the anamorphic projection technique requires the pilot to watch the sensor display (i.e., the image
generated from the transmitted data) for landmarks, press a button which superimposes the transmitted image on the
moving map, adjust the moving map, and press an accept btitton, As described in Lyons. in order to superimpose the
forward-looking transmitted image on the moving map, the forward-looking image is transformed using anamorphic
projection. Lyons goes on to describe various problems with the anamorphic projection technique, and then describes
the HUD based technique.

In the HUb based technique, the pilot is presented with two images: 1) the moving map display (see left-
hand image of Figure 9); and 2) the sensor display generated from the image data transmitted from the real time
forward-looking sensor on the RPV. The HUD technology is used to allow the pilot to mark landmarks on the
forward-looking sensor based image. These HUD markings are then superimposed on themoving map, and the pilot
makes the necessary adjustment *s to the moving map (page 5-3. sixth full paragraph).

In summary, the map matching techniques-use the following: 1) the transmission of image data from the
RPV to the control center~ 2) a display at the control center which shows an image based on the real time image data
received from the RPV; 3) a moving map display that is moved based on the dead reckoned position of the RPV; and
4) some manner of superimposing the sensor image onto the moving map to allow the pilot to update the moving map
in mn effort to correc the error associated with the dead reckoned positions. Neither the sensor display's image nor the
moving map can be equated to the generation of "a three-dimensional projected image"-generated based upon "a.
digital database ond in the control center. The sensor display's image is based on image data transmitted from the
RPV, while the moving map contemplated by Lyons is a two-dimensional, top down view displayed using film (see
Figures 5 and 7).

Having described the map matching techniques from Lyons, Applicant will now describe the terrain map
correlation technique of Lyons. The terrain map correlation technique described in Lyons is also used for correcting
the error in dead reckoned positions shown to the pilot by a two-dimensional moving map. In particular, Lyons states
at page 5-3, last paragraph:
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The office action states that Lyons teaches a remotely piloted aircraft that

transmits its position and orientation. However, Lyons actually teaches the remotely

piloted aircraft transmitting either: 1) video or radar image data; or 2) laser

measurements (see above and footnote). Neither the video/radar image or the laser

measurements are the RPVs position, but are data used to either manually or

automatically update the dead reckoned position of the Lyons system. Thus, Lyons does

not teach the claimed transmission of the remote]y piloted aircraft's position and

orientation in three dimensional space (see claims 24 and 32).

In addition, the office action cites pages 5-4, third paragraph, and Figure 8 as

disclosing a sinUl system that accesses a database based on the remotely piloted

aircraft's transmitted position and orientation and transforms the terrain data into a

projected image. However, Figure 8 is for a first system in which the RPV uses a

"forward ]ooking,sensoe" to transmit a video image and the pilot station uses anamorpbiic

projection to overlay that image on a 2D moving map, which is not generated by

transforming a database of polygons (see page 5-3, paragraph 6), while pages 5-4, third

Reconnaissance or forward-looking sensors provide a convenient method of updating the
navigation system. However, these sensors required large datalink bandwidth to transmit the video
picture to the control center and hence are vulnerable to ECM... Hence, an alternative method or
ugWuting the navigation system is desirable. (emphasis added)

The phrase "updating the navigation system" is used throughout Lyons to refer to the adjustment of a two-dimensional
moving map in an effont to correct for error due to dead reckoning.

Rather than requiring the user to actively update the moving map display (i.e,, push a button which causes
the images to be.superinmposed, adjusting the moving map, and pushing an accept button), the terrain map correlation
technique attempts to adjust the moving map (i.e., correct for the dead reckoned error) without pilot intervention using
a liser range measurements and a digital elevation d atabase. in operation, the RPV transmits to the control center a set
of laser range measurements (including an altimeter reading). The control center uses dead reckoned positions to both
adjust the two-dimensional moving map and to estimate the location of the RPV over a digital database map of
elevation points stored in the control center (Figure 10). Based on a calculation of the possible error associated with
the dead reckoned positions, a search area is identified in the digital database (Figure 12). A search is then performed
within this search area to identify the position that most closely matches the transmitted laser range data. The RPV's
position is then updated to the location that best matches the transmitted laser ranges in an attempt to correct the error
associated with the dead reckoned positions. The moving map is then automatically adjusted (without pilot
intervention) to reflect the updated RPV position.

'Tus, the digital database of Lyons (conceptually illustrated in Figure 10) is-not used to generate a three-
dimenuionat projected image, but is used to update the two-dimensional moving map in an effort to correct for the
error in the duad reckoned positions. In addition to the description in Lyons. further support for the fact that the digital
database of Lyons is not used to generate a three-dimensional projected image is that the image of Figure 10 is
generated using square polygons. Square polygons a *re not guaranteed to be planar, and therefore, typically are not
used for generating images. In contrast, triangular polygons are guaranteed to be planar and are typically used for
displaying images.
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paragraph describe a second system in which the RPV transmits laser measurements in

lieu of a video stream - Lyons describes the advantages of using one over the other.

With reference to the laser system, the database is simply used to correct for the

accumulating error in the dead reckoned position. Once the actual location of the RPV is

corrected using the database and laser measurements, the database is no longer used or

transformed. In contrast, the image generated by Lyon's pilot station is the 2D moving

map with an indication of the corrected RPV location (see footnote I for support). Thus,

Lyons does not teach the claimed transformation of the terrain data in the database to

generate a projected image based on the position and orientation transmitted by the RPV.

2. The Combination of Lyons and Wvsoki or Fant or Beckwith

The office action cites Wysoki or Fant or Beckwith as teaching the generation of

three dimensional image data from a digital database. However, the claimed invention

requires that the database represent the terrain using polygons (see Applicant's claim 24,

lines 9 - 10 and claim 32, lines 10-11). None of Lyons, Wysokci, Fant or Beckcwith

generate a projected image using polygons2. Furthermore, none of Wysoki, Fant or

Beckwith teach the limitations of the claims discussed above with reference to Lyons.

Therefore, the combination does not teach the transmission by the RPV of its position and

orientation in three dimensional space, and the pilot station using the received position

and orientation to transform a database representing real terrestrial terrain usingp Rolygon

into a three dimensional projected image of the remotely piloted aircraft's en' ironment.

2 As described above, the data in the database of Lyons is not used to generate an image, but simply to update the deud
reckoned position.

With respect to Beckwith, the digital elevation data in the database is points with a constant north up
position, not polygons (see cot. 6. lines 52-61; col. 7, lines 30-36).

Fant describes the use of two databises: 1) the object library database which contains reali-world images; and
2) the gaming area database which provides the information necessary for the placement of the contents of the object
library, surfaces, and special effect on a grid or gaming area (see col. 6, line 38 - col. 7, line 10). In particular, the Fant
patent is for a high performance computer graphics system that combines Computer Gen~erated Imagery (CG I) with
Computer Synthesized Imagers (CS[) to formi Computer Generated Synthesized Imagery (CGS0) (see col. 2, line 53 -
col. 3, line 12).

Wysoki describes a database of digital orthophotographs.(see cal. 4, lines 43-5 1). Digital orthophotographs
are computerized images generated by making geometric corrections to scanned aerial photographs. in particular, an
aerial photograph contains some degree of distortion. In contrast, maps maintain a constant scale, but lack the detail of
an aerial photograph. Orthophotography combines the features of maps and aerial photographs. The aerial
photographs are unwrapped (to remove the distortion) and fitted to a particular map projection to create an image map
that has uniform scale and known accuracy.
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As a result, in certain embodiments of the invention, the remote pilot can fly the

RPV without any image data being transmitted by the RPV, but based on the 3D

projected image generated by transforming the database, with respect to the RPV position

and orientation received by the pilot station from the RPV, into a 3D image. In other

wards, the pilot in the claimed system need not rely on image data transmitted from the

RPV to fly the RPV. For at least this reason, it is respectfully submitted that these claims

are allowable over the cited prior art.

3S U.S.C §103 rejection, over Lyons in view of Wysoki or Fant or Beckwith, and further

in view of Kanaly

The Examiner has rejected Claims 10, 11. 19. 20. and 33 under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as

being obvious over Lyons in view of Wysoki or Fant or Beckwith, and further in view of

Kanaly.

As stated above, claim 1 has been amended to include the limitations of claims 2, 10

and 11. Similarly Claim 14 has been amended to include the limitations of claims 19 arid

20. Thus, Claims 1 and 14 are discussed under this rejection.

Similar to the limitations of Claims 24 and 32, Claims 1 and 14 require that the RPV

transmit its posi tion and orientation in three dimensional space to the pilot station and

that the pilot station transform the terrain data with respect to the position and orientation

to generate a three dimensional projected image. As previously stated, the co'mbination

of reference does not teach these limitations.

In addition, Claims 1, 14 (as amended) and claim 33 include the limitations of

determining the delay time for communication between the pilot station and RPV, as well

as adjusting the sensitivity of the flight controls based on the determined delay time.

Kanaly does not teach or suggest these limitations. In contrast, Kanaly deals with

a system in which a remote operator wears a helmet (on which an oculometer is

mounted) that determines where the remote operator is looking. Signals indicating where
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the remote operator is looking are sent to the RPV. The RPV includes a camera. The

prior art system over which Kanaly distinguishes is one in which the camera on the RPV

provides high resolution data in the center and low resolution data on the periphery. As a

result, the prior art system must move the camera in response to the remote operators

movements. This camera movement introduces a delay in the image provided to the

remote operator.

To reduce or remove this delay (not measure it or adjust flight controls) due to

movement of the camera, Kanaly teaches having the camera store high resolution data

over the whole scene in a memory on board the RPV. The RPV transmits the high

resolution imagery corresponding to the center of where the remote operator is looking

and low resolution imagery (based on the stored high resolution data) corresponding to

the remote operator's peripheral vision. As a result, movement of the remote operator's

head merely requires the RPV adjust from where in the memory the high and low

resolution data is accessed - the camera need not be moved. "Because the high resolution

data is obtained from memory and not from the camera equipment directly, as in the prior

art, the scheme in accordance with the present invention permits the camera to be

effectively decoupled from the data link." (see col. 2, line 56 - col. 3, line 24; col. 8, line

54 - col. 9, line 6).

Thus, Kanaly does not teach the measurement of a communication delay in order

to adjust the sensitively of flight controls based on that delay (see claims 1, 14, and 33).

For at least this reason, it is respectfully submitted that these claims are allowable.

35 U.S.C §103 rejection, over Lyons in view of Wysoki or Fant or Beckwith, and further

i n view of Thornberg

The Examiner has rejected Claims 12i13lndi21-22 under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as

being obvious over Lyons in view of Wysoki or Fant or Becktwith, and further in view of

Thomnberg.
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Claims 12-13 and 21-22 are each dependent on one of the allowable base claims I

and 14. For at least this reason, Applicant respectfully submits that claims 12-13 and 21-

22 are allowable.

New claims SO -53

Claims 50 - 52 each require that the remotely piloted aircraft include some device

for capturing image data but that the system operate in at least a first mode in which that

image data is not transmitted and/or not used to pilot the aircraft. In other words, the

pilot in the claimed system cannot rely on image data transmitted from the RPV (as in

certain systems of Lyons - radar and video data) to fly the RPV. In certain embodiments

of the invention, the remote pilot can fly the RPV based on the 3D projected image

generated by transforming the database with respect to the RPV position and orientation

received by the pilot station from the RPV. Of course, additional information that is not

image data could also be transmitted.

Claim 53 specifies the manner in which the flight controls used to pilot the

aircraft are operated. In particular, certain joystick controls on aircraft operate to indicate

a rate of rotation (e.g., pushing a joystick to the right means the aircraft should start

turning right at the speed indicated by the orientation of the joystick - if the position is

held, the plane will roll). However, the claimed manner of operation requires the joystick

position indicate the orientation of the aircraft with respect to the horizon (e.g.;, joystick

centered causes the aircraft to fly straight; joystick pushed to the right causes the aircraft

to bank to the right at the angle indicated by the joystick - not roll; etc.).

Conclusion

Applicant respectfully submits that the rejections have been overcome by the

amendments and remarks, and that the Claims are now in condition for allowance.

-12-
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Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests the rejections be withdrawn and the Claims

as amended be allowed.

Drawing Corrections

The drawings have been objected to by the draftsman. The Applicant will file

amended drawings at the time of allowance of the present application.

Invitation for a telephone interview

The Examiner is invited to call the undersigned at 408-720-8598 if there

remains any issue with allowance of this case.

Charge our Deposit Account

Please charge any shortage to our Deposit Account No. 02-2666.

Respectfully submitted;

BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, T

2 7 , 1998

Reg. No. 37,813

Attorney Docket 002055.P004
Serial No. 08/587,731

12400 Wilshire Boulevard
Seventh Floor
Los Angeles, California 90025-1026
(408) 720-8598
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DETAILED ACTION

Notice to Applicant(s)

1. This office action is responsive to the amendment filed on March 02, 1998. As

per request, claims 10, 11, 19 and 20 have been canceled. Thus, claims 1, 2, 14, and

24 are amended. Claims 50-53 have been added. Thus claims 1-9, 12-18, 21-38 and

50-53 are pending.

2. The prior art submitted on March 02 has been considered.

Drawings

3. The drawings are objected to under.'37 CFR § 1. 84 for the reasons set forth by

the draftsman. -See attached PTO-948 font for details. Correction is required.

However, correction of the noted defect can be deferred until the application is allowed

by the examiner.

Claim Rejections -35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S. C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:
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(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed

or described as set forth. in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the

subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject

matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made

to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was

made.

5. Claims 1-9, 14-18, 23-38, and 50-53 are rejected under 35 U.S. C. § 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Lyons et al. (an article entitled "Some Navigation Concepts

Far Remotely Piloted Vehicles ", AGUARD Conference Proceedings No. 176 on

Medium Accuracy Low Cost Navigati -on, September 1975, pages 5-1 to 5-15) in view

of Wysocki et al. (5,381,338) or Faint (4,835,532) or Beckwith et al. (4,660,157), and

further in view of K.analy (4,405,843).

a. With respect to claim 1 and 14, Lyons et al. disclose the invention as

claimed (see at least the abstract) including a remotely piloted aircraft (see figure 8,

RPV), a communications system for communicating flight data between a computer and

said remotely piloted aircraft, said flight data including said remotely piloted aircraft's

position and orientation, said flight data also including flight control information for

controlling said r emotely piloted aircraft (set- page 5-2, section Radio Navigation Using
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a Data Link, and figure 6 and the related-text), a digital database comprising terrain

data (see pages 5-3 and 5-4, section Terrain'Map Correlation; and figure 8). Lyons et

al. further disclose that the computer accesses said terrain data according to said

remotely piloted aircraft's position and to transfonn said terrain data to provide a

projected image data according to said remotely piloted aircraft's orientation; a display

for displaying said projected image data (see page 5-4, third paragraph, and figure 8),

and a remote flight control coupled to said computer for inputting said flight control

information (see figure 6).

Lyon et aL: do not explicitly disclose that the computer produce a three

dimensional image data from the digital database and the navigation information.

However such feature is well known at the time the invention was made (for examples,

see columrns 6, 8; figure 1 and the related text in Wysoci et al.; see figures 1, 3 and

the related text in Fant; or see figures 1, 4 and the related text in Beckwith et al .). It

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time tie invention was

made to incorporate the teaching of either Wysocki et al., Pant, or Beckwith et al. into

the system of Lyon et al. in order to improve the system with the enhanced capability

o f displaying three-dimensional image of the remoted aircraft over the terrain data.

Lyons et al. disclose the claimed invention as discussed above except for the

determination of a delay time for communicating said flight data between said
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computer and said remotely piloted aircraft, and adjusting the sensitivity of said set of

one or more remote flight controls based on said delay time. However, Kanaly does

suggest delay time for communicating between the ground station and the remote

airborne into account of controlling the remote airborne (see at least column 3, lines

15-24, and column 8, line 54 to column 9, line 6). It would hiave been obvious to

incorporate the teaching of Kanaly into the system of Lyons et a]. in order to improve

the system with the enhanced capabiity.of providing more accurate the remote flight

controls to the remoted vehicle and receiving the accurate position and heading data of

the vehicle from the remoted vehicle.

Thus, because of the motivation set forth above, it would have been obvious to a

person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to combine the

teachings of Lyon, Kanaly, with either Wysocki et al., Fant, or Beckwith et al.

b. With respect to claims 2, 50, and 5 1, Kanaly discloses that the remotely

piloted aircraft includes a device for capture image data (see figure 3, item 74) and the

image data is stored in the memory (see figure 3, item 21 and the related text).

C. With respect to claim 3, Lyons et al.. disclose that the flight data

communicated between said remotely piloted aircraft and said computer.-is secured (see

page 5-2, first paragraph of the Radio Navigation Using Data Link section).

d. With respect to claims 4, 5, 7, and 15, Lyons et al. disclose that said
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remotely piloted aircraft further comprises a infra red sensor image (video camera) and

means for commnunicating and displaying Video data representing images captured by

the sensor image (see page 5-3, section Map Matching, and figure 8).

e. With respect to claims -6 and 1'6. Lyons et al. disclose that the video data

is transmitted on a differen t communicationi link (wideband transmission of video

signals) than said flight data (see page.5-2, first paragraph of section Radio Navigation

Using a Data Link).

f. With respect to claims 8 and 17, Lyons et al. disclose that the display is a

head mounted display (see figures 5 and 6).

g: With respect to claims 9 and 1.8, Lyons et al. also disclose that dhe. remote

flight control is responsive to manual manipulations (see figure 6).

h. With tespect to claim 3, Lyons et al. disclose that the communications

unit includes at least one of a communications transceiver and a simulation port (see

page 5-4 and figure 6).

i. Wit respect to claim 24, Lyons et al, further disclose that the database

representing terrain using polygons (see figure 10).

5 . With respect to claims 25-28 and 30-31, the limidtations of these claims

have been noted in the rejection above. They are therefore considered rejected as set

forth above.
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k. Wit respect to claim 29, wherein said video data is transmitted real-time

(see page 5-3, first paragraph of the section Map Matching).

1. Claims 32-38 and 52 are method claims corresponding to apparatus claims

24-31. Therefore, claims 32-38 and 52 are rejected for the same rationales set forth for

claims 24-3 1.

M. With respect to claim 53, Kanaly disclose the step of receiving the input

representing a current position of a directional control. The step of interpreting the

current position relative to the horizon is n6t mentioned. Howeveri it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the.invention was made to

interpret the current position relative to the horizon since it is well known for the

control instrument as shown in the figure 1 can be performed such function.

6. Claims 12-13, and 21-22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Lyons et al., Wysocki et al. or Fant or Beckwith et al.; and Kanaly

as applied to claims 1-9, 14-18, 23-38, and 50-53 above, and further in view of

Thamberg et al. (5,552,983).

Lyons et al. disclose the claimed invention as discussed above except that the

remote flight controls allows for inputting absolute pitch and roll angles. However,

such feature is well known in the art at the time the invention was made. For example,
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Thornberg et al. suggest a variable referenced control system for remotely operated

vehicles which includes means for inputting absolute pitch and roll angles for remotely

control the unmanned aerial vehicle (see at least figures 5 and 6). It would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

incorporate the teaching of Thornberg et al. into the system of Lyons et al. in order to

input the pitch- and roll control signals as the flight control signals for remotely control

the vehicle.

7. All claims are rejected.

Remarks

8. Applicant's arguments filed on October 27, 1997 have been fully considered but

they are not deemed to be persuasive. Upon amended claims, the newly added

claims, and the updated search, the new ground of rejections has been set forth as

above.

9. In the amendment, applicants essentially argue that the Lyon reference "fails to

tcach more than just the generation of the 3D image". However, upon examination of

the claims, the references cited clearly cover the subject matter AS CLAIMED by the

applicants. Therefore, the rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 103 is considered to be proper.
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10. Applicants also argue that none of Lyons, Wysoci, Fant br Beckwith generate a

projected image using polygons. Applicant's attention is directed to figure 10 of the

Lyon reference in which it discloses that the terrain model includes a plurality of

polygon and -in figure 1, 3, 5, and columnS5, lines 42-49 of the Fant reference do

suggest such feature.

11. Applicants further argue that the refrences cited do not disclose the determining

of the delay time for communication. Applicant's attention is directed to column 8, line

54 to column 9 line 35 in which it disclose such feature. Therefore, the new rejection

made is considered to be proper.

12. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection preseinted in

this Office action. Accordingly, TIRS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to 'expire THREE

M ONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing dare of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension.fee pursuant to' 37 CFR 1. 136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of
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the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period far reply expire

later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action.

13. Any inquiry concerning this commnunication or earlier communications from the
examiner should be directed to examiner Tan Nguyen, whose telephone number is
(703) 305-9755. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from
7:30 AM-5:00 PM. The examiner can also be reached on alternate Fridays.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's
supervisor, William Cuchlinski, can be reached on (703) 308-3873.

Any response to this action should be mailed to:

Box Al'

Commnissioner of Patents And Trademarks

WashiCngton, D.C. 20231

or faxed to:

(703) 305-7687, (for formal communications, please mark
"EXPEDITEDj PROCEDURE"; for informal or draft
cOrM11Llications, please label "PROPOSED" or "DRAFT")

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park 11, 2121
Crystal Drive, Arlington. VA., Sixth Floor (Receptionist).

PAW UA
/tqn
May 01, 1998 Art Unit 3614
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1 t Jed Margolin

Filed: January 19, 1996

For: A Method and Apparatus for
Remotely Piloting an Aircraft

Examiner: T. Nguyen

Art Unit: 3614
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In,

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 20231

IRESPONSE UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.116-EXPEDITED PROCEDURE --

EXAMINING GROUP 3614

RESPONSE UNDER 37 C.F.R. 6 1.116

EXPEDITED PROCEDURE -- EXAMINING GROUP 3614

Responsive to the Office Action mailed on May 4. 1998, the Applicant

respectfully requests reconsideration of this application in view of the following remark:

3S U.S. C. §iO3 rejection, over Lyons in view of Wysoki or Fant or Beckwith, and furthecr

in view of Kanaly

The Examiner has rejected Claims 1-9. 14-18. 23-38. and 50-53 under 35 U.S.C.

§ 103 as being obvious over Lyons in view of Wysoki or Fant or Beckwith, and further in

view of Kanaly.

FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certifyt that this correspondence Is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail
with sufficient postage in an envelope addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231
on July 6. 1998

(Date of Deposit)
Conny Van DaIen

.Name of Person Mailing Correspondence

Signature

'S.

Patent



As described in more detail below, the Office Action: 1) either clearly

misdescribes Kanaly or clearly asserts an improper rejection regarding Kanaly; and 2)

clearly miisdescribes Lyons in stating that Lyons describes an RPV that communicates

"flight data ... including said remotely piloted aircraft's position" (see Office Action page

3). In addirion, Applicant submits that Lyons in view of Wysoki or Pant or Beckwith,

and further in view of Kanaly does not teach the chimed invention

In order to address the numerous references used to support this rejection,

Applicant discusses Kanaly; then Lyons; then the combination of Lyons and Kanaly and

Wysoki or Fant or Beckwith; and finally why Applicant's claimed invention is not

obvious over the asserted combination.

*1) The Office Action either Misdescribes Kanaly or Asserts an Improl&r

Rejection Regarding Kanalv

The Office Action states that Lyons does not disclose "the determination of a

delay time for communicating said flight data between said remotely piloted aircraft, and

adjusting the sensitivity of said set of one or more one or more flight controls based on

said delay time." (see Office Action page 5) Then, the Office Action states that Kanaiy

"does suggest delay time for communicating between the ground station and the remote

airborne into account of controlling the remote airborne." Id. Either, the Office Action

is: 1) incorrectly asserting that Kanaly teach es that the computer monitors the time delay

and adjusts the sensitivity of the controls; or 2) asserting an improper rejection because

"the prior art reference (or references when combined)" do not "teach or suggest all the

claim limitations," but rather teach away.

a) Assuming the Office Action is Asserting that Kanaly Describes

Monitoring the Time Delay for Communication and Adiusting the

Sensitivity of the Controls Based on the Measured Time Delay

-2-
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Kanaly basically teaches the inclusion of a buffer in a remotely piloted vehicle to

store high reso]ution image data to mask the time delay for slewing a camrera.' However,

Kanaly does not describe that the pilot station computer determine the time delay for

communication and adjust the sensitivity of the controls accordingly. In particular, the

Office Action cites the following two sections of Kanaly to support the rejection:

It also substantially increases the speed of operation of the system.
Namely, a considerably shorter period of time is required to simply fetch
data from memory, as comRared to having to slew the camera, as in the
prior art system described above. The savings in time in fetching the data
from the memory permits the use of more time for digitizing, formatting,
processing, etc. without delaying the image so much as to be noticeable by
the console operator. (col. 3, lines 15 - 24). (emphasis added)

The above quote deals with the delay resulting from having to slew the camera,

not from the communications delay.

At the ground station the incoming signals are down convented and
demodulated from transceiver 54 and modem 51 equipment to obtain
display control signals. The display control signals are used to control the
scanning of the image pixels of the display 31, so as to generate high
resolution data only at the portion corresponding to point of observation of
the operator 10 and equated with that particular portion of the overall
scene data stared in memory 21 aboard the remotely piloted vehicle. It has
been found that the time delay from a step change in look angle by the

KCanaly deals with a system in which a remote operator wears a helmet (on which an oculometer
is mounted) that determines where the remote operator is looking. Signals indicating where the remote
operator is looking are sent-to the RPV. The RPV includes a camera. The prior art system'over which
Kanaly distinguishes is one in which the camera on the RPV provides high resolution data in the center and
low resolution data on the periphery. As a result,-the prior art system must move the camera in response to
the remote operator's movements. This camera movement introduces a delay in the image provided to the
remote operator.

To reduce or remlove this delay (not measure it or adjust flight controls) due to movement of the
camera, Kanaly teaches having the camera store high resolution data over the whole scene in a memory on
board the RPV. The RPV transmits the high resolution imagery corresponding to the center of where tile
remote operator is looking and low resolution imagery (based on the stored high resolution data)
corresponding to the remote operator's peripheral vision. As a result, movement of the remote operator's
head merely requires the RPV adjust fromt where in the memory the high and-16w resolution data is
accessed - the camera need not be moved. "Because the high resolution data is obtained from memory and
not from the camera equipment directly, as in the prior art, the scheme in accordance with the present
invention permits the camera to be effectively decoupled from the data link." (see col. 2, line 56 - col. 3,
line 24; cot. 8, line 54 - col. 9, line 6).

-3-
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operator 10 to a look angle correction by the oculometer 33 and changes to
a new location in memory 21 from which new high resolution data is to be
read out and its subsequent transmission and appearance on the display
device 31 as high resolution imagery data may be less than 0.2 seconds
using present day modulation and transmission rates. This minimum rime
delay is substantially less than the approximate 0.5 seconds required
normally by the human eye before the operator becomes aware of the high
resolution data that he is viewing. (col. 8, line 54 to col. 9, line 6).

The above quote merely indicates that it takes 0.2 seconds to perform the following:

"a look angle correction by the oculometer 33," "changes to a new location in memory 21

from which new high resolution data is to be read out," "its subsequent transmidssion,"

and "its appearance on the display." Thus, Kanaly is discussing the delay of the overall

system and how it has been improved, not the specific time delay required for

communication from the RPV to the pilot station. In addition, Kanaly just recognizes

that there is delay and that the delay is not perceptible Co the human eye (In fact, Kanaly

states that the required "0.2 seconds" is "substantially less" "than the approximate 0.5

seconds required normally by the human eye"). Since Kanaly's delay is not perceptible

to the human eye, it is not at all surprising that no wher in Kanaly is the idea of having

the computer in the pilot station measure the delay and adjust the sensitivity of the

controls. As such, Kanaly teaches away from the claimed invention by teaching that the

delay is not perceptible to the human eye.

b) Assuming the Office Action is I=nroRgrly basing the Rejection on the

Mere Fact that Kanaly indicates that there Exist Delay in His

System. and that Part of that Delay is Due to Transmission of Data

The second quote from Kanaly reproduced above clearly indicates that Kanaly has

determined that the delay associated with "a look angle correction by the oculometer 33,"

"changes to a new location in memory 21 from which new high resolution data is to be

read out," "its subsequent transmission," and "its appearance on the display" is less than

0.2 seconds. This provides no support for the rejection.
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According to M.P.E.P. § 2142:

[t]o establish a primary facia case of obviousness, ... the prior art
reference (or references when combined)l must teach or suggest all the
claim limitations. The teaching or suggestion to make the claim
combination and the reasonable expectation of success must both be found
in the prior art, and not based on applicant's disclosure," (emphasis
added).

The determination by Kanaly that the delay time for his overall system is

imperceptible by the human eye does not even come close to teaching or suggesting the

claimed limitation of having the computer in the pilot station measure the time delay,

much less doing anything about that time delay (e.g., adjusting the sensitivity of the

controls). In fact, Kanaly indicates that the delay is imperceptibie (0.2 is "substantially

less" than 0.5 seconds), and thereby indicates no need to do anything about the delay.

Thus, if the Office Action is asserting that the mere fact that Kanaly has determined a

static time of 0.2 seconds for his system and that this time is imperceptib]e to the human

eye as teaching or suggesting the claimed limitations, the rejection is improper because

claim limitations that are not taught or suggested by Kanaly are.being ignored. In fact,

Kanaly teaches away from the claimed invention by teaching that the delay is not

perceptible to the human eye.

2) The Office Action Misdescribes. Lyons

Although Lyons has been extensively described in Applicant's prior responses

and discussed at length in an interview, the Office Action continues to assert that Lyons

describes the transmission of flight data from the aircraft, where that flight data includes

the aircraft's position. This is clearly not the case.

Lyons teaches the use of dead reckoning.2 Dead reckoning is the determination of

an estimated or dead reckoned position that is based on various elements (including

In summary, the Lyons reference teaches various techniques for updating the dead reckoned position of
remotely piloted aircraft on a two dimensional moving map display available to the pilot. In particular, Lyons
contemplates a RPV transmitting information to a control center (figure 1). The control center Is used by the pilot to
fly the RPV. To display the position of the RPV to the pilot, the control center provides a "moving map display." As
contemplated by Lyons, "the most convenient display mode for the present application is the rollinig map or 'passing
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scene' technique where a new line is added to the top of the display and the scene is shi fted slowly downwards" (page
5-3, end of first full paragraph). In particular. Lyons contemplates using film to generate the moving map (Figure 5).
'The moving map is moved based on the dead reckoned positions of the RPV.

As is well known in the art, dead reckoned positions have accumulating error, To adjust for this error, Lyons
describes two basic concepts: 1) map matching (Section 3); and 2) terrain map correlation (Section 4). The map
matching concept requires that the RPV transmit some kind of image data to the control center In Figure 6, the
control center is shown having the moving map display and the sensor display (i.e., a display generated from the image
data transmitted by the RPV). Lyons contemplates the transmission of two kinds of image data: 1) side looking radar
(SLR); and 2) real time forward-looking sensors. When using the SLR system, the SLR generated image data received
by the control center allows it to make a downward-looking image, The pilot watches the sensor display (i.e., the
display generated based on the transmitted image data) for "likely update featureii"-landinarks. When the pilot sees a
landmark in the sensor display, the pilot presses a transfer button which causes the control center to superimpose the
sensor display over the moving map (Figure 5). The pilot then adjusts the moving map so that it matches the overlaid
sensor display image and presses an accept button, By adjusting the moving map in this manner, the dead reckoned
position of the RPV is updated in an attempt to remove the error associated with the calculation of dead reckoned
positions (Page 5-3, second, third, and fourth full paragraphs). The simulated SLR/map update system is illustrated in
Figures 7A and 78.

Having described the SLR-based map matching technique, the real time forward-looking sensor technique
will now be described. Lyons describes basically two techniques of updating dead reckoned RPV positions on a
moving map using only real time forward-looking sensors: 1) an anamorphic projection technique (page 5-3. fifth Cull
paragraph; figure 8); and 2) a HUJD based technique (page 5-3, sixth full paragraph; Figure 9). Similar to the SLR
bawed technique, the anamorphic projection technique requires the pilot to watch the sensor display (i.e., the image
generated from the trinsmitted'date) for landmarks, press a button which superimposes the transmitted image on the
moving map, adjust the moving map, and press an accept button. As described in Lyons, in order to superimpose the
forward-looking transmitted image on the moving map, the forward-looking image is transformed using anamorphic
projection. Lyons goes on to describe various problems with the anamorphic projection technique, and then describes
the HUD based technique.

In the HUD based technique, the pilot is presented with two images: 1) the moving map display (see left-
band image of Figure 9); and 2) the sensor display generated from the image data transmitted from the real time
forward-looking sensor on the RPV. The HUn technology is used to allow the Pilot to mark landmarks on the
forward-looking sensor based image. These HUD markings are then superimposed on the moving map, and the pilot
makes the necessary adjustments to the moving map (page 5-3, sixth full paragraph).

In summary, the map matching techniques use the following: 1) the transmission of image data from the
RPV to the control center; 2) a display at the control center which shows an image based on the real time image data
received from the RPV; 3) a moving map display that is moved based on the dead reckoned position of the RPV; and
4) some manner of superimposing the sensor image onto the moving map to allow the pilot to update the moving map
in an effort to correct the error associated with the dead reckoned positions. The sensor display's image is based on
image data transmitted from tie RPV. while the moving map contemplated by Lyons is a two-dimensional, top down
view displayed using film (see Figures 5 and 7).

Having described the map matching techniques from Lyons, Applicant will now describe the terrain map
correlation technique of Lyons. The terrain map correlation technique described in Lyons is also used for correcting
the error in dead reckoned positions shown to the pilot by a two-dimensional moving map. In particular. Lyons states
at page 5-3, last piaragraph:

Reconnais sance or forward-looking sensors provide a convenient method of updating the
navigation system. However, these sensors required large datalink bandwidth to transmit the video
picture to the control center and hence are vulnerable to ECM... Hence, an alternative method of
uWdatina the navigation system is desirable. (emphasis added)

The phrase "upldating the navigation system" is used throughout Lyons to refer to the adjustment or a two-dimensional
moving map in an effort to correct for error due to dead reckoning.

Rather than requiring the user to actively update the moving map display (i.e., push a button which causes
the images to be superimposed, adjusting the moving map, and pushing an accept button), the terrain map correlation
technique attempts to adjust the moving map (i.e., comrect for the dead reckoned error) without pilot intervention usi ng
a lase range measurements and a digital elevation databne, lIn operation, the RPV transmits to the control center a set
of laser range measurements (including an altimeter reading). 71he contril center uses dead reckoned-positions to both
adjust the two-dimensional moving map and to estimate the location of the RPV over a digital database map of
elevation points stored in the control center (Figure 10). Base on a calculastion of the"possible error associated with
the dead reckoned positions, a search area is identified in the digital database (Figure 12). A search is then performed
within this search area to identify the position that most closely matches the transmitted laser range data. The RPV's
position is then updated to the location that best matches the transmitted laser ranges in an attempt to correct the error
associated with the dead reckoned positions. The Moving map is then automatiCall1i adjusted (without pilot
intervention) to reflect the updated RPV positiotn
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speed, direction, etc), that has accumulating error, and that must be corrected before

generating any image. As such, the Lyons paper discusses techniques for correcting or

updating the dead reckoned positions. In particular, Lyons states "The objective is to

make use of equipment normally carried for RPV operation to supplement a simple dead

reckoning navigation system." (abstract).

In particular, Lyons describes transmitting laser measurements for updating the

dead reckoned position. The pilot station determines error associated with dead

reckoning; identifies a search area in the digital ELEVATION database based on the dead

reckoned position - where the current dead reckoned position is the center of the search

area ("expected RPV position" in Figure 12) and the search area represents the locations

the RPV cou]d be due to the accumulating error in the current dead reckoned position;

compares the transmitted laser measurements* for various positions in the search area in

an effort to locate a corrected dead reckoned position of the RPV.'

In fact, Lyons states the following:

This paper discusses methods by which the navigation function for a
Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPVs) can be achieved without the need for
comRlex s1mcialized navigation equipment. The obiective is to make use
of eguipment normally carried for RPV operation to suplemint a simple
dead reckoning navigation system. In this way significant improvements
in n avigation capability can be achieved with little or no added complexity
in the vehicle itself. The additional processing is carried out at the control
centre where restrictions on equipment size and cost are not so prohibitive.
(Abstract)

Thtus, the digital database of Lyons (conceptually illustrated in Figure 10) is used to update the two.
dimensional moving map in an effort to correct for the error in the duad reckoned positions,

In addition, the office action cites pages 5-4, third paragraph, and FigureS8 as disclosing a iiW& system that accesses
a database based on the remotely piloted aircr4sft's tranmilt position and orientatiof nd transforms the terrainLda
into a pmojected image. However, Figure 8 is for a first system in which the RPV uses a "forward looking senso;t" to
transmit a video image and the pilot station uses anamorphic projection to overlay that image on a 2D moving map,
which is not generated by transforming a database of polygons (see page 5-3,. paragraph 6), while pages 5-4, third
paragraph describe a second system in which the RPV transmits laser measurements in lieu of a video stream - Lyons
describes the advantages of using one over the other.
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Again, none of the data transmidtted by the RPV (whether it be flight data for dead

reckoning, the dead reckoned position, nor the laser measurements) is the position of the

aircraft; everything transmitted by Lyon's RPV is data used by the pilot station to

determine a corrected dead reckoned position of the aircraft through complicated

processing, which corrected dead reckoned position is used for display.

Now that Applicant has put forth a more correct reading of Lyons, Applicant will

address what results from combining Lyons with Wysoki or Fant or Beckwith.

3) The combination of Lyons and Wvsoki or Fant or Beckwith, in further view of

Lyons describes that the remote pilot station displays to the remote pilot a two-

dimensional moving map (which is not based at all on the digital elevation database) on

which the position of the remote aircraft is indicated. In particular, Lyons uses the digital

elevation database in the remote pilot station in conjunction with the laser measurements

for automatically updating the dead reckoned position indicated on the two-dimensional

moving map.

The Office Action asserts that the combination of Lyons and Wysoki or Fant or

Beckwith would result in a system that produces "a three dimensional image data from

the digital database and the navigation information." First, the claims are not that the

image is generated from the digital database and some vague notion of "navigation

information," but require that the transmitted position and orientation be used to

gcnerate the three dimension Irnagg (as stated above, Lyons describes a very different

system in which the transmitted data is not used for image generation, bat that the

transmitted data goes through complicated processing to generate a corrected dead

reckoned position and that it is the corrected dead reckoned position that is used for

image generation). Thus, the Office Action's language is improperly disregarding

limitations in the claims.
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Second, the combination of Lyons Kanaly and Wysoki or Pant or Beckwith would

result in a system according to the following table, where the addition of Kanaly for the

purposes asserted by the Office Action would merely result in making a determination of

the time delay of the entire system to illustrate that the combination is better. than the

prior art and/or fast enough not to be perceptible by the human eye.

Lyons in view of Wysoki or Pant or Applicant's Invention

Beckwith, and further in view of Kanaly

Aircraft transmits dead reckoning Aircraft determines its own position and

information orientation, and then transmits its own

_______________________________position and orientation'

Aircraft transmits laser measurements for

automatic dead reckoned position update __________________

Pilot station determines error associated

with dead reckoning; identifies a search

area in the digitalI database based on the

dead reckoned position - where the current

dead reckoned position is the center of the

search area ("expected RPV position" in

Figure 12) and the search area represents

the locations the RPV could be due to the

accumulating error in the current dead

reckoned position; compares the

transmitted laser measurements for various

position in the search area in an effort to

locate a corrected position of the RPV.
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As modified by Wysoki, Pant or Beckwith, The pilot station transforms the digital

the pilot station would then also transform database relative to the position and

the digital database relative to the corrected orientation transmitted from the aircraft to

dead reckoned position to generate a three generate a three dimensional image.

dimensional image.

Knowing the time delay and that it is The pilot station computer measuring the

imperceptible to the human eye time delay to communicate with the aircraft

_______________________________(see claims 1 & 14)

The pilot station computer adjusting the

sensitivity of the controls based on the

________________________________measured time delay (see claims I & 14)

Thus, the asserted combination would result in forgoing Lyon's two-dimensional map,

and instead using Lyons digital database to generate a three-dimensional image (through

some technique in Wysoki, Pant or Beckwith) relative to a corrected dead reckoned

position. The above table is a fair read of the combination of Lyons and Wysoki or Fant

or Beckcwith because none of Wysoki or Pant or Beckwith describe a manner of piloting

of a remotely piloted aircraft; in contrast Wysoki and Pant and Beckwith describe how to

generate three dimensional images from various databases (none of which store the

terrain as a set of polygons).

4) The Claimed Invention is Not Obvious in view of the combination of Lyons

and Wysoki or Pant or Beckwith. and further in view of Kanalv

Clearly, the above table illustrates that the combination of Lyons and Wysoki,

Fant or Beckwith does not describe Applicant's claimed invention.. In particular, the

combination of Lyons, Kanaly, and Wysoki or Pant or Beckwith results in a system that

uses transmission of dead reckoning information by the aircraft, some mechanismn in the
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pilot station to correct the dead reckoned positions, and some scheme to generate images

based on the corrected dead reckoned position 4

The laser measurement system of Lyons' relied on by the Office Action requires

the use of "terrain-referenced navigation" - that is, Lyons describes searching an elevation

database in a search area (based on the estimated error in the dead reckoned position) for

a match to a set of elevation based laser measurements. Terrain-referenced navigation

suffers from a number of disadvantages, including an inability to function over non-

unique terrain (e.g., flat terrain such as deserts, water, etc.). For example, assume that

Lyons RPV is flying over water. The three or more laser measurements taken by the

RPV will all indicate that the terrain over which the RPV is flying is a relatively constant

elevation. According to Lyons, the three or more laser measurements would be compared

to locations in an estimated error region that is a relatively constant elevation because it

maps a body of water. As such, the laser measurements can no longer be used to correct

the dead reckoned position. In fact, Lyons states:

Apart from the errors involved in the actual laser measurements the
accuracy of terrain representation has a considerable influence on the
feasibility of the method. In addition, the technique is ineffective over the
sea or over flat. featureless terrain. (section 4). (emphasis added).

Lyons states the following:

This paper discusses methods by which the navigation function for a Remotely Piloted Vehicles
(RPVs) can be achieved without the need for complMx stidlized navigation eauiRment. the
obiective is to make use of "luipment. normlly fodr RFV operation to supplement a simple
dead rackoninit navistation system . In tiw ay4tptIt imrvements in navigation capability
can be achieved with little or no added comleiin~ Ir lb eicle itself. The additional rocessing
is carried out at the control centre where restrictions on equipment size and cost are not so
prohibitive. ... Use can also be made of an on-board laser to provide rangetoteain
measurements which, when correlated with a computer stored map, enables the RPV position lo be
continuously updated. (Abstract)

sLyons describes basically two systems: I) a higher bandwidth system that uses dead reckoning and
transmits images from the RPV to the pilot station for updating the dead reckoned positions; and 2) a lower bandwidth
system that also uses dead reckoning, but uses laser measurements for updating the dead reckoned positions. Unlike
the former, Applicant's claimed system does not require the transmission of images to fly the aircraft and to correct
dead reckoned positions, but has the remotely piloted aircraft determine and transmit its position and generates three.
dimensional images from the database in the pilot station from that transmitted position, As descnbed in the text,
unlike the later, Applicant's claimed system does not use terrain-referenced navigation.
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Where the data link is limited in bandwidth the laser/terrain correlation
technique should give good accuracy and the process could be completely
automated to provide a continuous indication of RPV position.
Disadvantages of the system are the large amount of data storage and
computation necessary at the control centre, the development work
required to produce an operational system and the unsuitability of the
system over featureless terrain. (section 5). (emphasis added)

Applicant's claimed invention does not use Lyons dead reckoned positions that

must be corrected in the pilot station using terrain-referenced navigation, but rather

Applicant's claimed invention requires the remotely piloted aircraft determines and

transmits its own position to the pilot station and that it is this transmfitted position and

orientation that is used to generate the three dimensional images (not an untransnmitted

corrected dead reckoned position). Again, the asserted combination results in a system in

which the digital database in the pilot station is accessed based on the error associated

with the dead reckoned position, and then the digital database is accessed using the

correct dead reckoned position to generate the three dimensional image (in other words,

the asserted combination does not generate the three-dimensional image using the

position and orientation transmitted from the RPV; in contrast the asserted combination

uses a corrected dead reckoned position that was not transmitted by the RPV). Thus, none

of the data transmitted by the RPV (whether it be flight data for dead reckoning, the dead

reckoned position, image data, or the laser measurements) is the position of the aircraft;

*rather, everything transmitted by Lyon's RPV is data used by the pilot station to

determine a corrected dead reckoned position of the aircraft through complicated

processing, which corrected dead reckoned position is used for display. Thus, Lyons

*teaches away from Applicant's claimed invention in that Lyon's "objective" is to put the

onus of determining the position of the RPV on the pilot station to "supplement a simple

dead reckoning navigation system," whereas Applicant's claimed -i nvention puts the onus
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*of determining position on the remotely piloted vehicle and uses the transmitted position

to generate the three dimensional image.

In particular, Applicant's claim 32 requires "determining the current position of

said remotely piloted aircraftrmn three dimensions; ... communicatingl said Current

Rosition .. from said remotely piloted aircraft to a pilot station; transforminga said terrain

data into image data representing a simulated three dimensional view according to the

current p)osition; displaying said simulated three dimensional view using said image

data." Thus, Applicant's claim 32 requires that the three-dimensional image be produced

from the TRANSMITTED position, not one that is corrected or updated using some laser

measurement dead reckoning scheme. Since Applicant's claimed invention requires the

remotely piloted aircraft to determine and transmit its own position to the pilot station

and that it is this transmitted position and orientation that is used to generate the three

dimensional images, Applicant's system provides an advantage over Lyons in that

Applicant's system does not have difficulty over featureless terrain.

Furthermore, Claims I and 14 have additional limitations that the Office Action

improperly asserts are found in Kanaly, The determination by Kanaly that the delay time

for his overall system is imperceptible by the human eye does not even come close to

teaching or suggesting the claimed limitation of having the computer in the pilot station

measure the time delay, much less doing anything about it (e.g., adjusting the sensitivity

of the controls). In fact, Kanaly indicates that the delay is imperceptible (0.2 is

"substantially less" than 0.5 seconds), and thereby indicates no need to do anything about

the delay. Thus, Kanaly teaches away from the claimed invention by teaching that the

delay is not perceptible to the human eye. In contrast, the language of claims I and 14

requires that the computer in the pilot station determine the delay and adjust the

sensitivity of the controls. If there was a static time delay in transmission and/or the

delay was imperceptible, the sensitivity of the flight controls of Applicant's system could

be permanently set. However, Applicant claim language requires that the computer in the
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pilot station determine the time delay of the communication and adjust the sensitivity of

the controls, thereby requiring at least one real time measurement of the delay and some

adjustment.

Furthermore, Applicant's claims 24 and 32 require that the database store the

terrain data as polygons. As previously described, none of art used in the rejection make

use of a database that stores the terrain data as a set of polygons. In particular, Lyons

describes the use of an Elevation Database in which each point represents an elevation.

Although Figure 10 from Lyons shows (for illustrative purposes only because Lyons does

not display an image from the database) lines connecting the elevation points, the points

in an elevation database are not stored as polygons. While the images generated by

Wysoki or Beckwith of Pant may look like one or more polygons, the terrain is not stared

in their databases as polygons.'6 In contrast, Applicant's claim 24 requires the transmitted

"position and orientation" be transformed "into a three dimensional projected image of

said remotely piloted aircraft's environment according to a database representing real

terrestrial terrain using olygons." Similarly, Applicant's claim 32 requires "accessing a

database comprising terrain data that represents real terrestrial terrain as a set of

polygons." Thus, claims 24 and 32 require that the database stores the terrain as

polygons.

' As described above, the data in the database of Lyons is not used to generate an image, but simply to update the dead
reckoned position.

With respect to Beckwith, the digital elevation data In the database is points with a constant north up
position, not polygons (see col. 6, lines 52-61; col. 7, lines 30-36).

Pant describes the use of two databases: 1) the object library database which contains real-world images; and
2) the gaming area database which provides the information necessary for the placement of the contents of the object
library, surfaces, and special effect on a grid or gaming area (ice col, 6, line 38 - col. 7, line 10). In particular, the Fant
patent is for a high performance computer graphics system that combines Computer Generated Imagery (COI) with
Computer Synthesized Imagers (CSI) to form Computer Generated Synthesized Imagery (CGSI) (see cal. 2. tine 53 -
col. 3, line 12).

Wysoki describes a database of digital orthophotogmaphs (see col. 4, lines 43-51). Digital orthopholographs
are computerized images generated by making geometric comrections to scanned aerial photographs In particular, an
aerial photograph contains some degree of' distortion. In contrast, maps maintain a constant scale, but lack the detail of
an aerial photograph. Orthophotography combines the features of maps and aerial photographs. The aerial
photographs are unwrapped (to remove the distortion) and fitted to a particular map projection to create an image map
that has uniform scale and known accuracy.
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The'remaining rejected claims are each dependent on one of the allowable base

claims. For at least these reasons, Applicant respectUly request this rejection be

withdrawn.

35 U.S. C. §103 rejection, over Lyons in view of Wysoki or Font or Beckwith, and further

in view of Thormberg

The Examiner has rejected Claims 12-13 and 21-22 under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as

being obvious over Lyons in view of Wysoki or Pant or Beckwith, and further in view of

Thornberg.

Claims 12-13 and 21-22 are each dependent on one of the allowable base claims I

and 14. For at least this reason, Applicant respectfully submits that claims 12-13 and 2 1-

22 are allowable.

Conclusion

Applicant respectfully submits that the rejections have been overcome by the

amendments and remarks, and that the Claims are now in condition for allowance.

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests the rejections be withdrawn and the Claims

as amended be allowed.

Drawing Corrections

The drawings have been objected to by the draftsman. Tbe Applicant will file

amended drawings at the time of allowance of the present application.
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Invitation for a telephone interview

The Examiner is invited to call the undersigned at 408-720-8598 if there

remains any issue with allowance of this case.

I Charge our Deposit Account

Please charge any shortage to our Deposit Account No. 02-2666.

Respectfully submitted,

BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

1998
Daniel M. Do VW
Reg. No. 37,813

Attorney Docket 002055.P004
Serial No. 08/587,731

12400 Wilshire Boulevard
Seventh Floor
Los Angeles, California 90025-1026
(408) 720-8598
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-___ Please charge my Deposit Account No. 02-266 the amount of $________

A duplicate copy of this sheet Is enclosed.
JX The Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks Is hereby authorized to charge payment of the

following tees associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
No. 02-2668 (a duplicate copy of this sheet Is enclosed):

X... Any additional filing fees required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.16 for presentation of
extra claims.

X.. Any extension or petition fees under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17.

714 .198

12400 Wilshire Boulevard
Seventh Floor

Los Angeles, California 90025
(408) 720-8598

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

Daniel M. De as

Reg. No. 37.813

(LJV/oak 10/25/96)
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Advisory ActionI

THE PERIOD FOR RESPONSE: [check only a) or b)]
a) 0 expires THREE month. from the mailing date of the final rejection.

b) Q1 expires either three months from the mailing date of the final rejection,, or on the mailing date of this Advisory Action, whichever
is later. In no event, however, will the statutory period for the response expire later than six months from the date of the final
rejection.

Any extension of time muet be obtained by fiing a petition under 37 CFR 1.1 381a), the proposed response and the appropriate fee. The
date on which the reoensa, the petition, and the tea have been flied Is the date of ft response and also the date for the purposes of
determining the period of extension arnd the corresponding amount of the fee. Any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR,l..17 will be
calculated from the date of the originally set shortened statutory period for response or as set forth in b) above.

CAppellant's Brief Is due two months from the date of the Notice of Appeal filed on __________far within any
period for response set forth above, whichever Is later), See 37 CFR 1.191 (d) and 37 CFR 1.1 921 a).

Applicant's response to the final rejection, fild on 7/9/98 has been considered with the following effect,
but Is NOT deemed to place the application In condition for allowance:

C3 The proposed amendment(s):
0 will be entered upon filing of a Notice of Appeal and an Appeal Brief.
E3 will not be entered because:

o they raise new Issues that would require further consideration and/or search. (See note below).
o they raise the issue of new matter. (See note below).

othey are not deemed to place the application In better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the
Issues for appeal.

o they present additional claims without cencelling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.
NOTE:

0 Applicant's response has overcome the following rejection(s):

ElNewly proposed or amended claims 1-91 %-18 21-23. and 50 would be allowable if submitted in a
separate, timely filied amendment cancelling the nonIlowab claims.

SThe affidavit, exhibit or request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT piece the application in condition
for allowance because:
Wnon the response fied on Jitly 79, 1998. the arguments are nariall dfeemed to be Persuasive. Therefore. claims 1-3.
12-1 8. 2 1-23. and 50. However, the references citedf do read on claims 24-3a. and 51-52.

o The affidavit or exhibit will NOT be considered because it is not directed SOLELY to issues which were newly raised by
the Examiner in the final rejection.

~iFor purposes of Appeal, the status of the claims is as follows (see attached written explanation, if any):
Claims allowed: 1-9, 12-78, 27-23. and 50
Claims objected to: NONE
Claims rejected: 247X8 51, and 52

o The proposed drawing correction filied on De_________ fis Ehes not been approved by the Examiner.

C Note the attached information Disclosure Statement(s), fTO-1 449, Paper No(s). _____

ol Other \ 3 .
TAN 0. NGUYE

PRIMARY EXAMI E
ART UNIT 3617

PTO-303 (Rev. 8-95) Advisory Action Part of Paper No. 13
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKQOFFIC/%

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 20231

RESPONSE

A

tv't
Examiner: T. Nguyen

Art Unit: 3614

RESOS UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.116
EXPEDITED PROCEDURE-EXAINING GROUP 3614

UNDER 37 C.F.R. & 1. 116
EXPEDITED PROCEDURE -- EXAMINING GROUP 3614

Sir:

Responsive to the Advisory Action mailed on July 24, 1998, the Applicant

respectfully requests the Examiner to enter the following amendment and to consider the

following remark:

In the Claims:

AMENDMENT

Please cancel Claims 24-38, SI and 52 without prejudice.

REMARK

C,.)C

3- C

-rn

The Advisory Action has indicated that claims 1-9, 12-18, 21-23, and 50 are

allowable and that claims 24-38, 51 and 52 remain rejected. Although Applicant disagrees

FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE 0OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States postal Service as first class mail with

suficint ostgein n evelpe ddessd t th Asjstant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231 on
ihla5usl ,: -jqq

Ccntsfl 'trn ~ Date of Deposit)
Name of Person Maiiing Correspondence

&bAOi DJA,- T,A -'Clf

- Signature Date

In re Application of:-
Jed Margolin

Serial No. 08/587,731

Filed: January 19, 1996

For: A Method and Apparatus for
Remotely Piloting an Aircraft

4.-,

it~
ripS

I r

I W



with the rejection, Applicant has canceled claims 24-38, 51 and 52 La place the application

in condition for allowance. Applicant currently plans on filing a continuation to further

pursue the rejected claims.

Invitation for a telephone interview

The Examiner is invited to call the undersigned at 408-720-8598 if there remains

any issue with allowance of this case.

Charge our Deposit Account

Please charge any shortage to our Deposit Account No. 02-2666.

- Respectfully submitted,

BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

Date: 1998' 6
Reg. No. 37,813

12400 Wilshire Boulevard
Seventh Floor
Los Angeles, California 90025-1026
(408) 720-8598
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Arnys Docket No. 002055.P004
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In re the Application of: .JedMagolin

Application No.: 08/587.731

Filed: Januarv 19. 1996

(inventor(s))
AMENDMENT UNDER

37 C.F.R. § 1.116
EXPEDITED PROCEDURE

EXAMINING GROUP 3614

For: A Method and Apparatus War Remotely Pilotina an Aircraft

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Washington, D.C. 20231
Box AF

SIR: Transmitted herewith Is an Amendment After Final Action for the above application.
____Small entity status of this application under 37 C.F.R. §§1.9 and 1.27 has been established by a

verified statement previously submitted.
____A verified statement to establish small entity status under 37 C.F.A. §§ 1.9 and 1.27 is enclosed.

X. No additional fee is required.
____ A Notice of Appeal Is enclosed.

The fee has been calculated as shown below:

Claims]
-Remaining

After Amd.
Total 2
ClaimsI

(Col. 2)
Highest No.
Previously
Paid For

** 49

(Col, 3)

Present
Extra

0

Claims * 2 1Minus *" 5 { 0
First Presentation of Multiple

L2'K Dependent Cilm(s)
I If the entry in Col. 1 is less than the entry In Col. 2,

write "00 In CoI. 3.*
If the "Highest No. Previously Paid For" IN THIS
SPACE Is less than 20, write "204 In this space.

SMALL ENTITY

TAddeitional
Rate Fee

x1l $ 0

x41 $ 0

$ 0

$ 0Total
Add. Fe

OTHER THAN A
SMALL ENTITY

Rate
Additional

Fee

x22 I$

x8T2$

L+270
Total

Ad. Fee

It the *Highest No. Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE Is less than 3. write "3T in this
space. The mHighest No. Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number
found from the equivalent box in Col. 1 of a prior amendment or the number of claims
originally filed.

coZ
Mr

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first clasedntaiP Zy
with sufficient postage in an envelope addressed to the Assistant Commissioner lor Patents, Washington,
D.C. 20231rx r

on August 4. 1998
Date of Deposit ..-

Conny Van Dalen
.Name of Person Mailing Correspondence

&w%2 Signature Date
(LJV/cak 10/25/96)

IMinusI
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____A check in the amoaunt of $_______ is attached for presentation of additional claim(s).
* Applicant(s) hereby PetItIon(s) for an Extension of Time of ___ month(s) pursuant to

37 C.F.R. § 1.1 36(a).
____A check for $______ Is attached for processing fees under 37 C.F.A. § 1.17.
____Please charge my Deposit Accaunt No. 02Zf2666 the amount of $_______

A duplicate copy of this sheet Is enclosed.
X The Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks Is hereby authorized to charge payment of the

following fees associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
No. 02-2666lf (a duplicate copy of -this sheot Is enclosed):

... X. Any additional filing fees required under 37 C.F.R. § 1. 15 for presentation of
extra claimB.

... X... Any extension or petition fees under 37 C.F.R. § 1. 17.
BLAKELY SOKOLOFF AL0O FAN LIP

Date:g

12400 Wilshire Boule4ard
Seventh Floor Reg. No. 37,813

Los Angeles, California 90025
(408) 720-8598

(LJV/cak 10/25/96)



ACCESS ACKNOWLEDGMENT
and

SECRECY ORDER RECOMMENDATION BY DEFENSE AGENCY

Application Serial No.: 08/581,73 1
Piling Date: 01/19/96

Defense Agency: Navy

Date Referred: 03/18/96
I hereby acknowledge as indicated by my signature on this form that I have iihspected this application in
administration of 35 USC 181 on behalf of the Agency/Command specified below. I promise not to divulge any
information from this application for any purpose other than administration of .35 USC 18 1.

Recommendation
(e.g., 'Secrecy Not Recommended (SNR)')

&VX1
Reviewer(m) Signature/bate/Command

ICVt7&AY

Instructions to Reviewers:I
1. All individuals reviewing this application are required under 35 USC 181 to sign and date this form

regardless of whether they are making a secrecy order recommendation.

2. The attached copy of the application, any copies made th**)bm and this form must be returned to the
PMO once a recommendation not to impose secrecy has b*n made or a secrecy order has been rescinded.

lime for Completion of Review:

Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 184, the subject matter 9fthis apild Ia1 may be filed in a foreign country for
the purpose of filing a patent application withut a lict iime afe-h xiaino otsfo
filing date unless the application becomes the subjectof iiertc order.

Ail, S 63 /A 41W



ACCESS ACKNOWLEDGMENT
and

SECRECY ORDER RECOMMENDATION BY DEFENSE AGENCY

Application Serial No.: 08/587,731

Filing Date: 0 1/19/96
Defense Agency: AirForce

Date Referred: 03/18/96

I hereby acknowledge as indicated by my signature on this form that I have inspected ibis application in
administration of 35 USC 181 on behalf of the Agency/Command specified below. I promise not to divulge any
information from this application for any purpose other than administration of 35 USC 18 1.

Recommend ation
(e.g., 'Secrecy Not Recommended (SNR)') Reviewer(s) Sipnature/Date/Command

Instructions to Rieviewers:I
1. All individuals rwiewing this applicationan required under 3S USC 181 to sign and date this form

regardless of whether they are making a secrecy order recommendation.

2. The attached copy of the application, any copies nade therefm and this form must be returned to the
MT once a recommendation not to impose secrecyhas been made or a secrecy order has been rescinded.

Time for Completion of Review:

Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 184, the subject matter of this application may be filed in a foreign country for
the purpose of filing a patent application without a license any time after the expiration of 6 months from
filing date unless the application becomes the subject of a secrecy order.

411 964



UNITED STATE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEci'-Patent -and* Trademark Office
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EXAMINER
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Notice of Allowablity
Applicaton No.

0flBST73

[Examiner
TAN Q. NGUYEN

IApplican(s) MARGOLIN

3614 1111111111111111

All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be
mailed in due course-

This communication Is responsive to 0OW07198 andO&820198

The allowed claim(s) islare 1-9. 10-17. 21-23 and 50 (now renumbered as 1-20)

The drawings filed on are acceptable,

o Acknowledgement Is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 1 19(a)-(d).
5 All QSome* CNone of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been
* [ received.

El received In Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number) __________

5 received In this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)),
*CertJfled copies not received: _____________________________________

[I Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under $5 UVS.C. § 11 9(e).

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE
THREE MONTIMOM THE "DATE MAILED"' of this Office action. Failure to timely comply will result in
ABANDONMENT of this application. Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a)

I- Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION, PTO-152, which discloses
that the oath or declaration is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED.

Z3 Applicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS
o because the originally filied drawings were declared by applicant to be informal.

~including changes required by the Notice of Drafteperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948, attached hereto or
to Paper No. 3.

C] including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed on __________ which has been
approved by the examiner.

Eincluding changes required by the attached Examiners Amendment/Comment.
Identifying IndIcIa such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the reverse side of the
drawings. The drawings should be filed assa separate paper with a transmittal lettter addressed to the Official
Draftsperson.

o Note the attached Examinees comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL

Any response to this letter should Include, In the upper right hand coiner, the APPLICATION NUMEER (SERIES
CODE/SERIAL NUMBER). If applicant has received a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due, the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER
and DATE of the NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE should also be Included.

Attachmentgs)
oNotice of References Cited, PTO-892

o1 Information Disclosure Statement(s), PTO-1 449, Paper Nola),_____
o3 Notice of Draffsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948-
nl Notice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-1 52
X3 Interview Summary, PTO0413
[o Examiners Amendment/Comment
o1 Examiners Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit of Biological Material
O Examiners Statement of Reasons for Allowance -. 'J C APN gA NI

ART UNIT
U. S. P.tl *Ad Tvsdwnw Oft.
PTO-37 (Rev. 9-95) Notce f AlowblityPart of Paper No 16Notice of AllowabIlity



Interview Summary TAN8773 AppicatGsOLI i ii
All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) TAN Q. NGU YEN

(2) DANIEL MOE VOS

Date of Interview &20/'98

Type: 2grelephonlo' [Bersonal (copy is given to

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: IDS

,Q licant a0icant's representative).

I0. If yes, brief description:

Agreement N"ws reached. Mas not reached.

Claim(s) discussed: 53

Identification of prior art discussed:
NONE

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to If an agreement was reached, or any other comments
CLAIM 53 IS REQUESTED TO BE CANCELED SINCE IT DEPENDS ON CLAIM 34 WHICH WAS CANCELED THE
AGREEMENT WAS REACHED.

(A fuller description. If necessary, and a copy of the amendments, If available, which the examiner agreed would render
the claims allowable must be attached, Also, where no copy of the amendents which Would render the claims allowable
is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

1. N! it is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview.

Unless the paragraph above has been checked to indicate to the contrary, A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE
LAST OFFICE ACTION IS NOT WAIVED AND MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP
Section 713.04). If a response to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS GIVEN ONE MONTH
FROM THIS INTERVIEW DATE TO FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW.

2. CS Since the Examiner's Interview summary above (including a ny attachments) reflects a complete response to
each of the objections, rejections and requirements that may be present in the last Office action, and since the
claims are now allowable, this completed form is considered to fulfill the response requirements of the last
Office action. Applicant Is not relieved f.rom providing a.separate record of the interview unless box 1 above
Is also checked.

Examiner Note: You must siln and stamp tis form unless ft Is an attachment to a signed Office action.

U. S. P.tera amd Tram Oft*
PT0-413 (Rev. 10-95) Interview Summary Paper No. 15

Se ---. - -.. -- *- __



-. 9.. ,.I-:UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE
" t ; Patent adTaeakOfc

.. - - NoIlCEOF ALLOWANCE ANDISSUE;'FEE DUE;

P'M21/08241
B LAKELY 80IKOLO&F TAYLOR ANJ ZAFMAN
Ii 240 0 WILSHIRE EBOULEVARD

* .7TH FLOOR1
* LOS ANGELES Q/A 9002~5

.. APPUGA loNNO.', .. FiDATE, .j'T,-oTAL CLAJMB>- . EXAMINER AND ORUART. UNITr, DATE MAILED

flF4J9R1.77r41 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ in Al1cfg .f5 fIVF?qA T '*~ l t A
FI9Mw VWQI. T

TffUE OF
*INVENnON IME:THOtD'ANt. APPARATUS FiiR REMOTEL Y/ P1J.'J1'Nf., AIN ATIRCRAlFT

-Alive DocKETr No., .1 cumB-suscA...1 BATCHMN APPLN, TYPE ISMALL ENTITY FEE DUE DATE DUE

THE APPLICA TON IDENTIFIED ABOVE*HAS-BEENEXAMINED AND ISALLOWED FOR ISSUANCEAS APA TENT
QN-Tl1EQ& ERffNhCLQfQ;

-THE'IWSUE'PEE MUST BE.PAID-WIrTHIN-HE ME FDJQEU&ROM THE MAILING-DATE OF THIS-'NO77CE OR THIS
APPLUCATiON SHALL.BE-REGARVED.AS ABANDONED. TI T71OYEIOCNO 3 XEDD

HOW TO RESPOND TO THIS NOMlE.:
1,-Review the SMALL ENTITY status-shown above.

It the SMALL.ENTITY is shown -as-YES, verify your If the SML ENTITY Is shown;'as-NO:.
current-SMALL ENTITY status:

AX If the status Is-changed, pay twice the amount of the,
FEE DUE shown -above and notify the Patent and A.. Pay FEE DUE shown above, or
Trademark Office of therhangs In status, or

B. If the status Is the.same, pay the FEE, DUE shown
above. 1 13 PRO~I verified -statement of Small Entity Status before, or with,

09*wont of 1/2 the FEE DUE shown above.
II. Part'B-Issue FeerTransmttil should be ompleted.and iotumeilSqthe Patent and$ardemark Office (PTO) with your

ISSUE FEE. Even If the ISSUE FEE has already bean paid by durge to'de0osit account, Part,B Issue Fee Transmittal
should be completed and returned, if you are charging ~Ie MBUK F91Fto your depositiccount, section "4b" of Part

* B4issue Fee Transmittal should be completed and an extra mgwepibe form-should be submitted.
ill. All communications regarding this'appleation must give applIitinnumber and bitchinumber..
* Please direct ail communications prior tp issUance-to Box ISSUE -FEE unlesadvised4to the contrary.

juIPORTANTRmaNIDER:- utypatent.rissuinv oni,appikeatione-filed' on or after Dec. 12,,:1980*may require payment of
.m,aintenstroo-f1e.. It le-polordevs responsibility to ensure-imelypaymnent of maintenance
feeswhen-due.

PATMNT TAOhlARKOFFIC OPY
'RTOL-N5 (REVA"M4S Appi&W for Lis Vwoug, O600't(65-l



0PiT-4S8UE FEE TRANSMITTAL

ASSsitar nt heaslcanta for Paterdia90
.1 Washington,AQ. 20231.

*MARLAWJ HISMUCONL, This forrin should be used for teaintkingiti ISSUE FEE. Blacks I
* Nol 4ho(ldbconplmedwerspprtulte,Afltiaaccao idecn e)ncludingthelIseoFee

*Receigt the Patent, advance orders &W.nofOMMUrofln teruirANtn will bermailedllbolthelcurtadl
* corespndene eAes. s Iniostd wleelloorrecled below or dholced otherise In Slock 1, by (a)

epecifying a new, conreporldencte araiss; andlof (b) Indicating a Separate OFEE ADDRESSO f&r
maintertance fee notifications. .

*GMREWT f0. ESPOVE0 ACOSS (NOW Log"IeI ON wit %yMtSor%d 1se100e0).

PM12I/0S24
* BLAKELY,'SOKOLOFF TAYLOR AND ZAFMAN

12400 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
7-rH FLOOR ."Ito

LOS ANGELES. CA'90025

APPUCATfiON NO.. . lUNGDATE * TOTAL CLAIMS

'NOWe: The cwersfiat of imilng below am onty be used for donnestic
M&Wlng ci the Issue Fee Tmarilftel. This cWrIffot cannot be used

farany,oteacoornparrier4ppen. Eefaddtonsi paperaumchasan
samgittaforwildrawIng mult hove Its owncertillcaleof maling.

Cefftft of 11111lling
A hereby tanglfy that INS %ssue Fa Tmraie Is bing deposied wit
the United Statles Postal Service with sufficient posiag. for first clase
mall In 0*1 onvelope addressed to he Bou Issue Fee addres above on
the date Indicated below.

Conny Van Dalen (06paskloranrnwe)

(Mlg Mr)

D GROUP ART UNIT DATEMALED

TITLE Of .
INVENION '

* METHOD AND'APPARATUS FC1RAREMOTELY PILOTING AN AIRCRAFT

ATTrSDOaCEr NO. CLASS-SOBOLASS 'BATCH NO, I APPLN. TYPE SM;%LL ENTITY FEE DUE DATE DUE

.2. 0gago5 Po 9 -Fogs Ila C;OqACA
1. Changeowesodwsdemdonta(ICF at). ft.1rorpaNgo = mwSain ij; , ls

Us oof PTOIfoorls) and OucslrrNwalberare mocrmended,bul not requited. (lYth.resnufdup.0mlo ratssd patient IBlakely, Sokoloff.
attonneys or aget OR, alefnatlvely. i2)

* Dcungerfofwuspo add=&kee(orag d Correspondece Addrsuafbm. thes nerne-of a single Ornm Movng as a -ayo an ZfrnLP
PTO/881122)aIlhad. rnmberamstredattonyor agent) gTayo n am L

and the nams of up to02 registered patent
0,);ee pA~e indicagaon (orTom AddrssV Iialon form PTOMS/47) SttW*&e atiomayswor agenta. Uno namne Is limed, no

ronewlloprnted. 3___________

& 3 ASSIGNE E NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA 'TO BE PRINTED ON-THE PATENT (pMnorM*e) -4a. The blowig tees are snndmed (make dheck payabe to Coammlaonier
PLEAUE NOTE, Unless an asins Is Idardilled below, no assign dids wA appear on the polent. of Patents and Trademark):
Irnckation ol assignee data is oly approplats when an assiggrmas has been previously submitted to (I6uFe

*toe PTO or Io being subrNletd undaerse c"vr. Completion of 1sten fo s-4NOT a subete for AvaeOrrEofCps.AlILQ
flInv en asswunteant. Avnera.to oistn(0
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE ___________ _________

4bi.The to%ovft tam or defioiency kI ae Imm. Wm,Adbe charged Wo:
(B) RhlSDhCE (01WY &.TATE OR CO%JNTIM) DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NUMBER 02-2666

Flee Suk t. agproilee esgne safly iet ha(satrutbe aus(ENCLOSE AN EXTRA OOPYOP THIS FORM)

The COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRDAR iu 0sdt apply felOns Fees1p theafilatIM fdtWaid soove.
dwidhoraiored 5,12 9 .Jwn"n

NMTt The lssas FN.AI not Wa6sri on aryrothis fetapflil afiMWdAkOMBYi. 4 ft t maqp
or get;o thessgnaesorsrs Int thwbtm adfePrl a fR5 o
Trasi aM-
Burden HKW StgbMMCt.This f0fal ii$oW ual0kdt take 02.1ho,10 to CWOMpl 'ViS WO Vary
dependinganthe needs of theIidvduldcass..Anyonients on thhn1maittlofMifisqnailnxiA ul. ...
to coptete this form should be sent to the,Chief Irbaduton Oflter, Frslmil amilTracherk
Ofice, Washington, D.C: 2021.00O NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED F OW8 TO-THIS
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Examiner: T. Nguyen

Art Unit: 3614

Issue Batch No.: 116

Notice of Allowance: 8/24/988tt' 0 ?99

SUBMISSION OF FORMAL DRAWINGS
Official Draftsman
Washington, DC 20231

Dear Sir:

Applicant respectfully requests that the objection to the shading in Figure 7 be withdrawn
because: 1) the shading aids in understanding the invention; and 2) the inventor has no other
way df generating the figures. According to 37 C,F.R. 1.84(m) "the use of shading in views is
encouraged if it aids in the understanding of the invention:.. Flat parts may also be lightly
shaded. Such shading is preferred in thd.-case of parts shown in perspective..." Figure 7
illustrates the projections that can be produced from the database in accordance with the
invention. The shading is used for depth cueing, and therefore aids in the understanding of (he
invention by augmenting the perspective views provided.

Respectfully submitted,

BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAFMAN LLP

Date: d i 1998

12400 Wilshire Blvd.
Seventh Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90025-1026
(408) 720-8598

Daniel M.De Vos
Registration No. 37,813
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Auqous-f Si, ir

In re Application of:
Jed Margolin

Application No. 08)587,731

Filed: January 19, 1996

For: A Method and Apparatus far
Remotely Piloting an Aircraft
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Notice o AtZZZifty

Application No.
oe/8773

Examiner
TANGQ. NGUYEN

Applicant(s)
MARGOLIN

Group -ArtVUnit

, 3661

All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED In this application. If not included
herewith (or'previously malted), a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due of other appropriate communication will be
mailed In due course.

DO This communication Is responsive to 09303198

XI The allowed claim (s) Is/are 1-9. 10-1721-23, and 50 (now ren umbhered as 1-20)

SThe drawings filed on 7119196 are acceptable.

ol Acknowledgement Is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d).
0 All 0 Some* 0 None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been

0 received,
o received In Application No. (Series CodelSerial Number) __________

o received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT R ule 17,2(a)).
*Certied copies not received: _____________________________________

o Acknowledgement Is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. 1511 9(e).

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below Is set to EXPIRE
THREE MONTHS FROM THE 'DATE MAILED' of this Office action. Failure to timely comply will result in
ABANDONMENT of this application. Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).
0 Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION, PTO-152, which discloses

that the oath or declaration Is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED.

o Applicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS

0because the originally filed drawings were declared by applicant to be informal.
o3 including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948, attached hereto or

to Paper No. _ .
o3 Including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed on ___________,which has been

approved by the examiner.
fincluding changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment/Commmnt.

Identifying Indicla such as the applIcatIon number (see 37 CiFR 1 .84(c)) should be written on the reverse side of the
drawings. The drawings should be fled as a separate paper with a transmittal letter addressed to the Official
Draftsperson.

ENote the attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Any response to this letter should Include, In the upper right hand corner, the APPLICATION NUMBER ISERIES
CODEtSERIAL NUMBER). If applicant has received a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due, the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER
end DATE of the NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE should also be Included,

Attachment(s)
0 Notice of References Cited; PTO-892
o Information Disclosure Statement(s), PTO-1 449, Paper No(s),.____
[M1 Notice of Diraltsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948
o Notice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-1 52
o Interview Summery, PTO-41 3
0 Examiner's Amendment/Comment
o Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit of Biological Material
El Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

TAN Qa N
PRIMARY EXI

ARTIT36
U. S. Pate"t and Tm.dml Wfilte
PTO-37 (Rev. 9-95) NotIce of Ailowability 

Part ci Paper No. 17
Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No. 17



FomPT 48(ev .9) U.S. DEPARTMENT OFCOMMeRCE - Palest and Trademark Office Applicalion No.g /2( J/" /

NOTICE OF DRAFTSPERSQN'S

The d!ywng(a) filed (iert dale) Ij 4 j ne-.*11'iV-~4dr t~ u!\ .. t
A-2[:provd by the Draftsp4 nunder 37 Ci 1.4 or 1.152.
IS. C0 objectedto by the Driftspersom under 37 CPU 1.114 or 1.152 for the reasons inidicated below. The Examiner will require
submisuion of,noW, cqret drawings when nocessary. Crfected.drawing must be sumitlelf according to The Instructions on the back of ibis notice.

1:AI ; l J.i,a tIlIIA- iAIAl,a.fd101.1 Cin0til)1 611S1),IL' i4 lli't.s s i tiI Ii

1. DbAWuIi'37'CJi*144) 1 VMpatte'citej&ihr6f.d6Is0i'6t xm(iA ti cs), ARitANQliN'NTopiws.(137ekrit8ut(iyi oih;~

Colorifirsi aftI' not acceptable until petiloif Is granted; 4, wenpgei101e11rgh(rtun91~th 0
I ~i Illiw ieqm;j .9mPlSALP.fl'7P 1:ga(k)J billoffi. pliIIII A,l f

2Z PHOTOGRAPHS. 37 CFR 1.84 (b) .scale not large enough to show miichanismn without
I__ full-ton set Is requaired. Fig(s) _ crowding when'rdrawing Is reduced i In'silie ;'na1ihinirs In"

-Photographs not properly mounted (must use brystol board or reproduction.
photographicadostble-weight paper). Pig(s) _ PIS(s) * '~~tb 'di*I.

__Poor quality (half-tone). Fig(s) _ __ t0. CHARACTE I OF LINES, KUIMkd,& LETTERS.
3. TYPE OF PAPER. 37 CPR 1.94(e) 37 CFR 1.84(1)

IL,,PR li. an dualerit nj k-il' .I-)l14 Linesi numbers&ilellers not uniformly thick and wl
Pig(s) .definied:'clean. duble, and black (poor line quzality).
'Jillt>07,aat6rm ;W-i4ff.hW(&"j9 [to'n-A I,I') t l p4l. I.) i)WJ)Ii!. 1,t 1;,, h-JI

*ill,fIdscopimfclIns D;r FI *Me*.Ri(Omur~n ;gdi.'i :IS.! QN.rgl3CP J .44(m)i-np plir i, iijf . jffMilorv tr .aeIs.I Im floce!ptble,(too thin). Solid, iIlaii,iareas pale.. Fig(s)

4. SIZE OFPAPER. 37 CFR 1.84(f): Acceptable sines: .l' I ;' ~m~hdjnsplf~gA4~nui()s r.l.V i
__21.0 cm by 29.7con (DIN size A4) 12. NUMBERS% LETeris, & REFERENCE CHARACTERS.

21.6 cm by 27.9 (mn 8 112xIt knlix) 37 CFRtI.134(p)
~'1All di"i'WIisiIM AUFIf6dihze3l illew~ i Nl,illfj!t (b;hiitY lol)1 1 br~n eEnectt~wnlllin eild,'

Sheelts) Pigs) i Irli i ADrawingsashicels not anacooplableaiOn. Pig(s) - Figure legends are poor. Pig(s) ____

5. jiFARGINS. 37 CPU 1.84(g): Acceptable margins: . __Numbers and reference characters not orieted in the
F!tE* -' fghN nil !IIIj iic dglillI ggifolyf Ijdm. j: Td As,14ekmme lci.nj2 .ohnervier .j3,FII.4QO)(p~-

Top 25can Left 2.5or Right 1.5ema. tor m crd?1 )
.. SZE: A4 Size English alphabet nol wsed. 37 CFIU 1.84(p)X2)

Top 13.cm, j1Ati2%c ,RII4 .m Bor -),,cF 1i..-i tqfl -Irl~ -li 1 I1i~ur'tii, '.iiA±i)!Vh"in.tjii; u ~i',i..
iWil. SfI -f2 1 1,tinro A.Jfliv ?Numbers, ltlers and refferensce characters must be at least

RightI (R) _ Bottom(S) 13. LEAD LINES. 37 CPR 1.84(q)
6. VIEWS. 37 CPR 1.84(h1) -Lead lines carxs each other. Fig(s) _____

REMINDER: Specification may require revision to - Lead lines mining. Pig(s) ____

correspond to drawing chanes. 14. NUMBERING OF SHEETS OPFDRAWINGS. 37 CPU 11.84(l)
Partial views. 37 CFR 1.94(bX(2) ___Sheets fam1 numbered consecutively, and In Arabic numerals

-Brackets raeeded to show figure.la one entity. beginning with number 1. Sheet(s) ____

Pig(s) 15 NUMBERING OP VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84(m)
___ views not labeled separately or Property. ___Views not numbered consecutively, and In Arabic nu merals,

Fig(s beginning with number 1. Fig(*)
___ Enlarged view notl labeled separetely or properly. 16. CORRECTIONS. 37 CPU 1.84(w)

FI(s) .__ Corrections not made from prior PTO-948
7. SECTIONAL VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84 (hX3) dated -___

-__Hatching not indicated for sectional portions of an ob*te. t7. DESIGN DRAWINGS. 37 CPR 1. 152
Pig(s) _____ _ Surface shading shown not appropriate. FIg(s)

___Sectional designalion should be noted with Arabic or ___Soid black shading noct used for color contrast.
Roman numbers. FI(s)____ Fig(s)

COMMENTS

REV IEWE RI .

ATTACHMENT TO PAPER,NO.

DATEJ1?2 TELEPHONE NO.

Form PTO 948 (Rev. 8.98)
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PTO058/82 (11-96)
Appovedfor use lhirughOWN019. 0MBS065izb3

Patnt sad Trademrk Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEU
Under the Paperworkl Reducton Act of 1995, no persns am. required to respond to a collection of Inionnelix, m,lehh It displays
a vaid OMS cot nairbe.,

Application Numb., 08/587,731
REVOCATION OF POWER OF Filing Dats, 01-1 9-1 996

ATTORNEY OR -First Noad Inveme, Jed Margolin
AU HO IZ TIN F GE T Group Art Unit 3814
AUT ORIATIN O AG NT ExrxnInr Naew NGUYEN, TAN QUAN

Attorney Dook.et Nurnbar --------------

I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney or authorizationS of agent given In the above -identifiel
application: 6

M owrofAfonv rAUhria.n fAnn.I.ubite.erwt

OR

[K) Please change the correspondence address tor.the above-identified application to:
C, I..,

I,-'

Icustomer Number 1 23497 -

OR

Pace, customer
Number aar Code N
Label her

flFirm or
LaIndividual Name _______________________________________

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address _____________________________
City ____________________________

Country State 71 ZPI>9 . q

Telephone Fax-.. I

I am the:

Applcant

~J Applic4ni
CAssignee of record of the entire Interest

Cerficate under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed

SIGNATURE of Applicant or Assignee of Record

Name Jed Margolin

Signature J&?7A.t%

Data

u&-n TM7%Tmerd; Pris Tom is asUinaled to tak. U.2 hous to OV61%I. Iw Mu Wey ve.peptii upn ihe neeon ath ib ndvdual cals. rny
cwimsit ondue rnoni i u am. r@rW*'d to cowl t his W fom, shouild be an t to It,Che bfnieo Officer. Patent and Tred"aer Office.± Wahhiton CC2fl3t.DONOT SEND FESOR CMLTED FORMS To THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Assistant Comnissio.er for Patent$,

i Washinugton. DC 20231.
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fiIle:///c:/APPS/preexam/correspo)ndence/2 hirr

INuihunhuuhuu0iuu1i
'0CO00000005292177'

Patent and Trademark Office
Addruss: COMMISSIONER OP PATENT AND TRADEMARKS

Wu$hinglon. D.C. 20231

APPUCATION NUMBE9R FILING DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO arnrtE

01/19/1996 JED MARGOLIN 002055. PO04

23497
JED MARGOLIN
3570 PLEASANT ECHO DRIVE
SAN JOSE, CA 951481918 9$'724

Date Mailed: 08/03/2000

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in respons8e to the Power of Attorney filed 07/02/2000.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the above
address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

OFFICE COPY

8/2/00 2:34 PM

08/587,731

Customer Service Center
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202



UNITED STATES UI&ARTMEN T OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
ASSISTANT SECRETARY AND COMMISSIONER
OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington, D.C. 20231

CHANGE OF ADDRESS/POWER OF ATTORNEY

FILE LOCATION SERIAL NUMBER 08587731 PATENT NUMBER 5904724

THE CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO CUSTOMER # 23497

THE FEE ADDRESS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO CUSTOMER # 23497

ON 08/11/00 THE ADDRESS OF RECORD FOR CUSTOMER NUMBER 23497 IS:

JiED MARGOLIN
3570 PLEASANT ECHO DRIVE
SAN JOSE CA 95148-1916

PTO INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE TAKE THE FOLLOWING ACTION WHEN THE
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO CUSTOMER NUMBER:
RECORD, ON THE NEXT AVAILABLE CONTENTS LINE OF THE FILE JACKET,
'ADDRESS CHANGE TO CUSTOMER NUMBER!. LINE THROUGH THE OLD
ADDRESS ON THE FILE JACKET LABEL AND ENTER ONLY THE 'CUSTOMER
NUMBER' AS THE NEW ADDRESS. FILE THI'S LETTER IN THE FILE JACKET.
WHEN ABOVE CHANGES ARE ONLY TO FEE ADPRESS ANDI-OR PRACTITIONERS
OF RECORD.,FILE LETTER IN THE FILE JACKET.
THIS FILE IS ASSIGNED TO GAU 3614.

PTO-FMD
TALBOT- 1/97
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00Z 6l6 E.t1. Monthly No: 7T7701002S=-O E.I. Yearly No: Z177CE9141
Ticlei RE-CRT ON THE BOEING FLET LOCATION AND INF.ORMATION FZEFQRT;I'%G

SYSTEM (FLAIR).
Aut:hor: Lewis, R. W.; Lea:niak, T. W.
Corporate Source: Sowing Cal Wichitax Kans
Source! Kq~pA4wS University, Office of Research and Enq;neerinq Eieryic ns,

Bulletin C 110ay1976 Carnahan Conf an Crime Cou-ntermeasl Proc, Univ 0or
KCy, LexntbX.,fty 5-7 1976 p 73-a5

Publication Yeart 1976 iZ
CODEN: KUOBAJ ISSNi 0454-8566
Language: ENGLISH

006S10e9 E.I. Monthly Not E77040eie61 E-.. Yearly No:, Eh77003363
Tttle3 SOME NAVIGATIONAL CONCEPTS FOR REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES. 7N\
Authort Lyons. J. W.1 Bannister. J. D.1 Drown. :. G.I
Corporate Snurce3 Hawker Siddeley Avti Ltd, Brough, North Humber%Lbe,

Engi 1
Scu-r AGAAPD Conference Proceedings n 176 Aug 1976 Medium Accuracly:Lo"

Cast Navig at Avionics Panel Tech Muet, Sandfjord, Norw, Sep E-12 19375 ap
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clublication Year: 1976 f Ci
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Titles- CPTIMALLY INTEGRATED PRO=ZCTED MAP NAVIGATION SYSTEM.
Author: Reid, D. B.I.Harman, R. K.1 Frame, D. J.
Corporate Source. Comput Devices cc, Ottawa, Ont
Source: 'AGARD Conference Pro"aedings n t76 Aug 1976 Medium Accuracy I-w
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD
Effective October 1, 1995

CLAIMS AS FILED - PART I
(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL

FOR NUMEIER FILED NMBER EXTRA

BASIC FEE

TOTAL CLAIMS u20*

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS

AULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT

Ithe ifference in colunm ie Is es than zerw, enter V)n clumn 2

CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART 11
(Column I) (Colyrnn2 (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

4REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
I-AFTER PREVIOUSLY -EXTRA

Z AMENDMENT PAID FOR

LU Independent *Minus ~ ~ *

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS -HIGHEST
111 REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT

I-AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA
Z AMENDMENT PAID FOR ____

Total *Minus

IlIndependent, *Mnus

-!'
FIRST PRESENTATMON OF MULtIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

(Column 1) 1Column 2). ICIblumn 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

C.) REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
-AFTER ,PRIEVIOUSLY EXTRA

W AMENDMEN PAID FOR _ __

a Total *Minus -

IL Ilndependent * iu-

FIRST PRESENTATION 0.R MU.L TIPLE DEP ENDENT.CLAIM

SMALL ENTITY*

RATE

+125=

rOA
ADDIT FEEI

4125=
lItthe entry in column I Is lesthan the Wlnt Inl column 2, write V0 In columns3. TTL AIf lthe -Highest Number Previously Paid Fo IN THIS SPACE Is less Ihan.20..en1er'"20.". ADDT.,-

It~ the "HighirstAumbar Previously Paid FowtIN THIS SPACE sinloe than 3,enter '" , .. TA
The 'ighet Number Previously Paid For"(7bIaIor:nd6enenQ.Id the highest number found In tlhe approorlate box in column 1.

)AM PTO-875
Ioy. 10/95) Patent and Trademark Offio. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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SO?"- 3AVIGArCNAL CONCEPMS FOR ?2'!CT ?21C-Z:, =rqzc=S

W. L .ons, J3. Bannister, J. 3. Brown.
Ha.ker Siddley Avatiarx Ltd.

Nor%ta Humberside.
United ximgdom.

AaS"RAC_. '' mtL'..

This raper discusses Imethods by -hc the r.aiga:o RucinfrRmtl Poe eils(pV 5

-abe achieved lithouc the need for cope specialiBed naiamo tqimn 4e betv 4 to zake
..n of .oui,m-nZ morally carried for RPV Oerstion to supplement a stmple dead reckoning mavgamiom system.
in this way significant imrveenzs in navigation capability can be achieved with little or n added-
courlaxity in the vehicle itself. 'The additional p)rocessing is carried out at the zantrul centmrerett
restrictions on equipment size and cost arm not so prohibitive. Both a tio-wday dama -'--ak and a forward
lonicimg olectr-oytical sensor are highly desirable MW facilities and these are on-board eguiDments that
can be adapted to prtnvide additional information at the ground-imased or airborne carl station for
vehLicle aodition utdating.&.iiju X

The taner discussed techniques varTings f=om the use of the data link to provide -a'e-b,earing zav4-) gation to sop atching using reconnaissance senor or a forward looking eno ~ic:r.4Uew lob
* ades of a on-oard laser to Provide range-to-tertain meanummients 4hicb, -hen correlated with a comouter
stored sap, enables the RPV position to be continuously updated, Results of simulation studies waica' have
been carried out to validate the tacnniques and pride an estimate of the accuracies that my be achieved

*are preaented.

40MCIATMI.

2W Position error of VV

* Range error of DKME system

a Bearing error of Data Link

R Range of 3PV from relay aircraft

I J Navigation ertror of control or relay vehicle

a Bango of APV at the rth'saciple

ai I ziuth angle0 Of RV at the nth mwpie-
*" Time between data sampled

Va Veiqccit7 of relay vehicle

3 = Headizg of RPV

act Range of RW from the bisector of the relay station base line
lje = Beari;rg of RPW from the bisector of the rely station base ltine

D Distance between -erelay stations forzmg the base line

R" Range from aPV to Identification Point

h -* Height of MV abov,o Identification Point

a Downlaok angle from RPV to Identification Point

-L * Laser depression angle

a Laser azimuth angle

M. Horizontal range from :WF to laser/ierraA.n intersection Point

4131 Height difference between terrain at RPV and am laser/tertain intersection poist

= Error in ac-usllpoedicted terrain height

1. IT"40DUCTIONl

In recent yearn the evir increasing cost and comlexity of ba.nned aircraft for operation in a battl,-
field inviroament has led to i re-.tr,isal of the use of Remotely Piloted VIeni.ts OWS/) for certain
types or missiona. For hi.3nzrtio situations in which aircrvv at, at r:: te use. of expendable or
limited tcni4le- is at---------------ided the vehicle control'--.- -- I*i: he aeces=ary
guidance Ind control inforstion, the RPV can mosseas an operationzail xbi: :omaable with that of a
unned &ir-raft. The roles noat suited to a battlefield aPV are

i) Target Markim%
ii) ReconaizsanceI iiO) Mh

The =e,.etzdtion of the RF/ beyond the For-ard Udge of the ateArva, K?E3A necessitates the use
of a r-lay stac'or. located much- that it, lit4t,de 'a adequate to mL:~radio :zntact -i-h the RF1 labil



4t, moitiom 4s such an to be out of ,nge of SAME. =he relay my be either a stationary placfar= or a
patrofli=6 aircraft. I. the latter case, the cotrol-er tan be located iz the *4rcraft- Mor, sali
,he wse of a ground control ati.on.

The VV should be as amCU, as aosible compatible with the above mission tasks and th =vzaw
,etr4CtiMg the COMPlCMity of the oncon-rd avionics. 11though equip,ment such an forward looki=r and ric,n
amiizzance sensors, a data lUnk and ,oasbly a lAar are of necessity located on the Tehicle, the mayi3am'm

and guidance aquipment can be larg4ely accommodated On the rslayr Tenicle or at the ground statian. The

C..odmt accuracy systam such as a comoass/air data uit. The basic aizborwe system would prav-ido sufficient

r.fr:tion for general 117ing of the 3PV, i.&a. headi-PS, velocity and a ZOugh measure Of Omition, wb!le
Lbth additional sensor= can be used to provide an accurate seasure of present MW mosition. This inhiosmcphy
1s adoDted here and thes paper presents a anoter of alter-na-tive- techniques whereby, devending on the ,rtm:uA.
situation, one or more of the above ites for tort of the Overall. navigation system.**

YirsCly, the data link is required to maintain a constant or mqgular periodic contact with the sw by
means of a maxrow bas - width xicrowave link, hence a tmncking facil it sust, already exist on the relay
vehicle prOTIdirg RW bearing info,t4oa. Range information can, be provided by means of a responsive
ttmnsonder sladlar to an FF system utilizing the sm vehicle =ntennas.

Secondly, update facilities ca bes provided by mas of either a real timm forward l.ooking or vOrtiC&I
reconnaissance imae. used in cmnjunction with a zorixg uap display.

A third possibility makes use of the ranging laser wsed for tamogt arking purposes. Zu rout. to
and frmw the target amea, rang-to-terrain measurements can be transmitted Over the data link to the on =0o
station. This data can then be correlated with a computer stored mp to determsine the snt Likely 3P'
position.

te adoption of ome or sor" of the above, techniques leads to a significant imarceent Ln aigational
accuracy with little or no additioal complexity in the vehicle itself.

2. RADIO NAVIQUTION USIMG A DLATA LN

The data link forms the life lin, of comunicationi between the RN and the control station. 1d
the inaas by %0hich guida nce sigra4s to the RPW are transmitted and video siguals received. Because '- he
need for wid.baaztz--W vie sra (t7picallY 5 M4 HZ) antFs thedesiz oility of narro bean -

~4,width, low' dide-lobe antenasf for good =nt4- josin capabilityf, microwave fzemuenciza a-re generally employed.
This limits VV aovoration to line, of sight communication and hence may necessitate the u"e of airborne relay
stations. A possible Operational situation is shown in Tig. l-. In practice there y well be sm than
ong relay station and WVK- It in *arn.ged that the relay sation will stand back from the FMEA, out of
direct rang. of ground-to-air weapons. This desn not however prevent. thoAtnopy zik4ng wie of either round
or airborne Jammers to illeminare the relay vehicle, thereb-y reducing the effective signal-to-noise ratio
of the signals received frog the 3PV. rwo situations can be dii-tinguihed, one in which the relative
.relay - V7! geometry is such that the jaming signals ars received by the relay antenna nllobe, *in whc=
tos the signal-to-noise ratio in low. The second situation: relates more to l2arge lateral sepaazna of
janmrs and the RPV in which case jam-An signals enter th, relay antenza Tia the aide-lobes. nsc
cases, the signal-to-aoise retio my not be significaztlj7 degraded and uinimpired operations can conti=ns,

When the effects of eny mX can be neglected, i.e. the relay station rommining in contact with the
RPV, angula.r inforution i' directly avalaUble from the data link antenna and ranga ca.n be doeiTed using
conventional DKE1 techniques. Thus the positimn of the MM relative to the relay station ca be reasomably
Wll defined. For absolute location of the EFT, clarly the position of the relay vehicle need= to be
defined. in the caoe of tethered plateoras thil is no problem but for patrolllmg aircraft or hawet..Ig
vehicles tbe error of the rmlaT vehicle mrvigation, system has also to be taken into account. In overm.1
error con be estiIated from the following equation. -i

CROY CRIa~ - CAI ag

Typical results are presented in Tig. 2.

Perhaps of sore importance is the dynamoc problem of guiding the ;ptV to a given position. -or this
cae it in desirable to have a good knowledge of the 3PV hedn n eoiyas well as its present pcsiti-4on
and best results are obtained byr usang both on-board and :;="ot* MLidancc.qitn. o npe,eta

of heading and velocity provided by the compssair data system can be compared with time dependent ng
and bearing data derived from the data link to obtain improved estimates of RPY position, velocity and
heading. Figure 3 showns the geometry relevant to a 3 point moving window tracking technique. The acadiug
of the RFV can be written in functional form as

a , I' n n-~ I 1,,.-I n-1/&r ,vR) -Wa

This gme=121iy -eo uires more procesaing effort than the dezeruiration of range or velocity. For tethered
or hovertz -.Ia vehiclee VE is clearly %em in the abov-- ain Since the on-board and remc,e -7t0 Q
-ase ina.F.oamnt .ac the results are best combi-noo untns .~~s:a filter. The simplest approach L3s
-o use A Ieat snq'uares technique (see 2eformnc- 1). Alter==ativoly. anI integrated filtering wethad an
described in Reference 2 my be emp,loyed. This latter par suggests a significant improvement in a-i3xt-
ional accuraciesi by employing filtering technique..

In XEX environments, range information to the iRW cmannot be Veateed though it is likelyT that
bearing itforwation can still be derived. To estionte the RW position in such ctLrcwastan,,,, use an be
nod. or :he possible nultiplicity Of relay stations. From 'nOwn locations of the relay vehicles, crode-
bearing f!.xea on the MOV of interest an be achic7ed. -his ts a well ',Qownh location technique, both for
.1, and rartueaooiato A detailed smal-t3 *fX-te nethod is 74r-itn 3.feri.c- 3. 40or the zrtseat



.aIyads a =or, 'useful expre-anion for moait4ou accuracy is

3-4pvO,r R;c:2/ IC- 5..' ~J i

RO :3stuc -3)
Results derived fro, equation 3 Ar. plotted in Fig. 4. It can be shown from the above e.,rsaion that the
best accuracy is achieved 4nen J c z 0 and 44dD = 0.3536. Thus for good accuracy using this tec-,4 qu,.
the separation 2etween the relay slttonfi Should be largSe compared with the 'enZetZrr:on Of thte RPF beyond
the :7 A. To determxn the overall RPV mosition, the additional effect of relay 4,atjon tosition accuracy
must also be taken into account.

3. MAP YATCHNG

So far -.e have considered on-board dead reckoning and remote radio Oaviation techniques. T'he minproblem with these technicue is that the monition accuracy is either time or range dependent and so
additional methods of updating Vchicle =oCitiOUS are MOCIdary. A number of techniques are, available for
ab qWf. -For reconnaissance Tehiclba having real tine sensors, the Problem in relatively straight-forward.
The use of either Side Looking -Radar (SLR) or_GF=ra Rd Line Scan (flL) systems meanes that effectively a
ap i.s generated while the sensor is op.ij~ 7 s2igVideo signal transmitted to the control
station thes mravides a method whereby the RW position man be readAIy located.

One system widely employed for displaying ai:rcraft navigational information is the projected sovinga? display and a similar technique cne be employed by the RW control station. Currenat map system. have
the additional lacil±ity of being able to combine an electronic display with the moving map and 2efarvncs 4
discuses some of the latest developments in this f±eld. MLkinqgoue, of this principle, it My be mossible to
project the sensor -*ag. onto the map and determine the RPY position by atoning the two iages. Fig. 5
snows the Zrincipled of the combined ampsenar disulay projection system.

In uractice it is envisaged that the RPY reconnaissance ensmor imge will be monitored on a 7T7
display. The use of digital sczan converters allows a nmbser of-altative display presenbttons (see
Reference 5). Periiaps the most convenient display mode for the present application is the rolling map
or "passing scene"' technique where a new line in added to the top of the display and the scene is shifted
slowly downwards.

When Likely updats features art seen (e.g. rivers. crossroads, distinctive man, ade objects) the ,ftamm, is frozen, a tzmnsfer button is initiated and the digitally stored frame is projected via the up
system. The uap is then moved laterally to align with the r-jected lag.- When the alignmentLaudd
adequate an accept button is pressed and the present position co-ordinatem of the :WV "dated, talti-g into
account the elaused time for updating actions. A possible arrangement of onemt,r console is shown in
Fig- 05. Control Of the image pictumes and sap metInhimg facility is achieved through the Wse Of A OTatickcontrol. Some simulated results of this update technique ar shown in ?ig. 7. These results aLke us.
of SL2 imagery.

When the RW has only real time forvard-looking sensors, use can still be mdce of the transmittedimge to provide a navigational update facility. However, in order to create the correct per"uectiYe men-
like projection, appropriate ttasformation of the 4maga is necessary. in lhtsa.ti anguage thin
is termed rectification though the appropriat, term in perspective art is anxmorphic projection. The ii
principl, involved is shown in Fig. 8. The received for-ward looking iag. my be co-ordinate ttansforued
either by optical techniques utilising anamorphic less systems or electroadcally by meens of the scan,
converter or projection CRT sweep circuitry. Since the image alredy efirts in electrical form, the
electronic transforation techmiquea are probably zoet suitable. The map type imenge projected onto the
display i. now trapezoidal in shape because of the transformation. Major features on the uap cnu again he
aligned as described above.* In practice severaLl factors combine to msak the taak nore difficult than for

i.) -vmrying resolution, contrast and intensity across the display.
ii) distortion due to undulation of the terrain.

iii) the wildly exaggerated size of trae, hedges, buildings etc.

Hnean alternative simpler update technique is prOomed for this situation.

With a forw.ard looting sensor display it is possible to mrk objects electronically with a Joystick
controlled marker symbol;, this is standard MU technology. The electrot4c-0 can be arranged each that
baving frozen a suitable imag. and ax-ked an identifiable point on it, a arker symbol appears on the
projected sup. Also the field-of-view of the sensor, as projected in the hori_zontal plane, iA superimposedon the mp as a "bright up"' presentAtion so that the orientation of the sensor View is clearl seen. Thename joystick is no. used to align the map with the marker. To ensure correct aligament at least two
identification points (3:Ps) are required on any given image, preferably three or four. In a conventional
airborne situation the task of zarking a target on a display is not easy and my take several seconds. For
the situetion described ave, however, the problem is one of marking chosen objecta on a frozen tage in
a shirt 3leeve environment and --ence this aspect of the navigation problem is not concidered too difficult.

Fig. 9 shows some si.=La-:td results of the above update technique. The effect of the bri;ht aresa
is clearly seen in aet: rk,d targets.

4. TErRlTN MAP CORREIAT-Ct V

Raeo, issance or for looking sensors rovide a convenient method of updating the navigation
system. However, these sensor, requirs a large data link bandwidth to transit the vide Pitares to the
control centre and hence are vulnerable to W-4. Reduction Of the vo bandwidth reduce the effect of
MEi but vtth a cons.e.uent Ie rxdation of pictur,esouin Hence an alt-eative method of updar..g
the navigatio. V'sze. is 4eni-rbl. Zhe .cthod ;o be described uses ranging measureWents made b4y the



later and -0mansre es with corresponding~ ranges obtained from a reormsentat4.n of the terraia at:-r a
I computs? it th. control Contra. -ae data link bandwidth required -.a transmit the laser zanges is vrer,
,cal. and zence ;a ccrrmapondingi7 less susceptible :o interference by MEM.

24-Sical-y the teciinique iepetds in ana adeq=tae etiof ,-he te-a Oer 4r.=it
to fly the RPI!. 'he terrnin= is stored as a series of hez:n: orcinaces obtained from a man of the r:t,ieat
area and th.se an used to construct a computer codel of the tern-atm -;3. -J). The tiial effor: in
producing, thi, data bass from the cap is considerable but far a riv,en area t-: is a oz-cn: asx. A
simulation of ,!s RWflight path at the control zencr, then aL.o-s laser rang. to be ca!iaulace4 -c- tZ ca

coiinand a camcarisni ade with actual ranging messurtenzZt. A series of zoSit-ons and .e.t:jrzs
amound :he txmeczed Talusa (and limited in deviation from :nese ernecZed ,aluses by es::macaA naViga::-Cn
errors) are also tested against the a=u'al mea3um-menta and =t brst position and heading -'Or rhe RFl
found.

For a 2-D simulatio. wnerm it is only iecessary to determine the alongtrack position off the ?Fv,
it has 'mean found that a minimum af three measurements ",2 laser - altimeter) are ne.azsar-v to give I
reliable indication of position, oile for a 3-D simul.ation at itasc four mtsflSflents (3'laser -
are required. 'bae, conclusions are based on error-frit simulations. Howtver, w hen errors are :a.e
into account it has been found mecesar, to considerably increase the number of measurements -o efftctiv1el7
smooth out the orrorm. Ana=v from the errors involved in the actual laser measurements the accuracy, of
terrain representation has a considerable influence on the feasibility of the metnod. In addition. t.
technique isA ineffective over the sea or over flat, featureless terain. :Lvertheless, by coinni; this
method wi.th those described proviouxl7, an effective navigation system is offered 'without thes necessity

:or specialized navigation equipment.

The method has been demonstrated using a computer simulation of both the laser range measurm=ent and
sw tching processes, bearing in mind that thE latter=sould not Aimply be a reversal. of the to=ter

so this would neglect the "real world" errors, caused by isaperfect representation of the te r=ai. The
simulation of the matching process is precisely the process that is rmquired to be carried out at the
control centzm, while the siculatiou of the laser measurement is an attemut to predict the results of actual
zssurvments mad. from the rchides during flight. Reace careful representation of the terrain ha et
used for masum,ment ximulazion with terrain data points spaced 100M apart on a rectangular grid.

The ra as seen by the laser is calculated by taking a section through the terrai4 in the i=rc: 4 r
in which the laser ;s tanting. Assuming a knowledge of :he RN height above the terrain h I from a& e-dio
altimeter) and the laser bseaes depression angle iL,' the horizontal range RH and incremental height I oft
the lamer/terrain interzection point !, relative to the MW tosition X, can be calculated -Fg Ii he
following data is then tansitted fromt the RW to the contral Centrea

D) height diffemencesa 13...AH....aR

ii) horizontal r=angs ME, -- -R * -M

ii4) laser azimuth angles 0-------------..a-0

From a knowledge of RPV velocity and heading and an estimate of likely navigation errars, thecret
AW position can be predicted together -with a circl, of possible aeror (Fig. L2D. A Search can therefore
be mde within this circle to determine the most likely RFV potition. For each Dosition considered, the
terrain height H is known fro. the model and at raxige RH and bearing 0. from that position the ezpac=ed
terrain height is given by 3 . A a,. This is comred 4ith the actuallterrin height at that point (asstored by the sodl) to give an error Cji. Sy-cuisidering each RH and 01 (i - 1 to a) an M2~S error isobtained for each position, and the position with minimum er=ar givis the eost likely RFV position.

5. NATIGATION ACCUCIMS

In this section of the coper an attempt wll be ade to compare the navigation accuracies attafiale
front the various techniques previously discussed.

For the basic on-board system comprizing a manetic compass and air data unit, the following accuracies
are predicted based on cure ntly available equipment :-

heading 1 0 standard deviation
velocity 2% standard deviation

This gives a position aeccuracy of approximately 5% distance gone. However, a major source of error will be
due to -wind: although a corrvaction can be applied, an uncertainty in wind spead of the orter of 5 aVs is
not unrasonable. Assuming an RPV velocity 200 ou/s this tepresents 2*% giving a resultant positton accuracy
of the order of 3j% distance gone.

P,anqs-bearing techniques have been used for mny years as exemplified by TACAW/DME tavigation. We
using 5round beacons a ajor source of error is xultipath pronaagation which jives rise to large errors ;a
est:ra-.2tr -hea bearing to a station. However the moderm sYstems which use airborne beacons over:c, t-his

iLIs th. situation 4bich exist3 when :onsi 17rng RPVs.

Clearly target bearing estimation fr-om the relay vehicle is a major contributor *to IN location
accuracy. Since microwave frequencies, perhaps at X-band, coupled with monouulse determitation tee,niouc3
arc imptloyed in the relAy vehicle, good angular estimates of the RPV bearing are available. -4rAl f4iures
are dependent on antenna site, frequency of operation and signal-to-noise rat4o. it is considered that at
,.ast ;3standard deviation should be readily attainable in a practical system. From Fig. 2 it is seen

that:ni gi*es tyicail qP/ position error better than a km standard deveat:on at 100 km range. Te
it!=te snort range accuracy is clearly dependent on the accuracy of the reLay vehicle navigation system.



"hn-mirg envixonments art such that .nPOM7baignfrt4nzavinl 3-!-21
Vehicles, the Zross 3ear-mK f:Lc r".cin1e uciliziins vult4ple relay vehicle, rsmin±fs a P05S1lltitT for RFv
nesition fixing. Fig. IL shows the accuracy funct4Ioa ofl a rlAttft scale and clearly indicates thes zositjoa

Teondent accom,cl effect. To uriltse this tecnaiQue successfully in a rct4cal zituarion. -t 
ea.s - _- necessary

zo -trf"lE7 select thje t:o.station ?osit4=fl for' the relay 7ehicleo rilative to tzhe batt!etield.

Taki-K the C accurmc7 zontour as a ;uide to thea arta of utilit7 oj the technique, th--s cnrr,scOnCa
to I distance from the badeline bi-sectzr roughlY igua-7 tO t-he relay station separation. we therefo".
envi.sage :01 operet-ons out to 100 '= from the relayJ, the relay stations si!oUld be -OCated -CC 'CM fr,l to,'-
other. At this seprtionl, wit a beartngaccu=ld7 ettiton of l0 standard deviation the !--I zma be
located to a maximum accurtaT of 1.6 t standard deviation. Conoinizig this with a typical relay7Til
position accuracy of 0.5 km raise, this figu"r by loe -han O0-1 km.

Navigazion updating *iig a real time #ictUrm from a vertical recon±a±ssance sensor -rvvides a Tory
accurate means of ;osition fixing. Fig. 7 shows Soe Si;MUa ted results3 based on SL2 imeger,. "'he
picture quaIit7 of these radars is seen to be more than adequate to identify the ta -?oZhi=al tratin
and man made featulss. in the example shown, the rtve bakpoie*jSaacigfatu. zig.
1iE-Wos -somo degrees of mism,!ginent of the mn and radar image. in Fig. *,b the two art all~gaod. Some
errors are proment due to the scale comprssion effict at ranges close to the MW9 and this is3 reflected in
uap Projection distortion. Even without further video ,rocessing to correct this effect, it is cnszidered
that a location accuracy of 0-2 km is'aztaizmble.

When using a forward bookia sensor !or nap matching the useful range of the sensor is limited to
t3 Its. hence the matchIng will. be done over a small area and a larger scale mp --n be used (cf F!gs.

7 and 9). T'his, together with the fact that considerable detail will be visible in the forep-ound of
the displays mmcen the mtching tAsk easier allowing a match to within say 100 z. Unforttattly xarious
system errors can preduce incorrect tzamsiormation of the display and result in significant position ertor.

The sources of error an4 their effects are the same irrespective of whether a full diSPIAy transforntion

technique is being "sed or only markied identification points.t

Across track *rrors should be small since the only error is that due to =rkjUg the !isVlAy in azilatth.
Dlisplay marking should beo ;ossiblv to within 2 full. scale, allowing for both Operator and marker system
errors For a 10n70V sensor this corrmspords to an angular errozr of 10 z rods. Display ,oints of interest
axv expected to 'me at range. between 2. and km and for accura across track matching a zear and a far I*
point should be chosen. Thin 'wiL1 give sensor heading to within 30 m rods and across track errors < Ld i",
.a. the atching is the biggest source of error.A

fAng trmck errors tan be such greater. The range to an identification point ia given by

whmere h is the height of the MV above the 1? -

3P is the domulook angle from **V to the IF'

The most significant sources of erroar in deter=ining Ru , with typical values for standard deviation, are

i) Uncertainty in RV9 altitude ,. 3 m in 1U0 p i.e. m
ii) Undulating terrain. T'he effect of undulating terrain is exactly the same as

variations in -3EV altitude. Vriations. 20 m are 1=.Cted, i.e. 1'3% h.
ii) Display arkcing. Error. 'in -arking the display in elevation are again .eftlmted

at - 5% full scale. For a 200 veartical ?VV this is 8 = rd.
iv) Uncrtainty in sensor attitude. The accuracy with which the sensor attitude io

knwn in elevation is dependent an the equipment fit in the RW. A valu, Of 2 .
red is assumed. if the attitude is not known to this accuracy an estimate can
probably be modo from the poition of the horizon.

For identification points at a nominal range of 1.5 kou th, above factors give the followi=g independent
errMS

1) 302 u1) zooa ili) 100 a iT) ze.c-

The combined effects of thene errar, and tt, basic tching error is 2340 a.

As yet it bas not been possible to quantify the navigation accuracy that could be achieved by the
lacer/tervsain correlation system. It is a function of the terrvain need and the accuracy of terrain
representation. Prelimina=ry results of the simulation described previously are available with the effects
of errors in

- lacer beami depm.resuo angle ( 2 m red, I. a
- lacer range meaauremomt (6 m. 1 a

.4- midio height measureo-nt (3 M, I a
- terranm aoight repr2-4at--tion ( '" 3 ., 1

represented. Thene results suggest that the technique is viable. NeverthclIosz the search tecnniRue :used
to obtain theae results was very much dimplifited; f or each navigation attemat the true vehicle ?Oaitti -0o
presonted to the system along with numeroun points in the search a.rea. an Practice, the- true -?ositie, would

not be available and som. degradation in results would then be expected.

Further work ;a r"quirad to ascertain the reltion between coiCgtion accuracl %ad orror, in terrein

representation. However, since it appears that terrain representation is an important rt of the concept
xtt taken dirt1i free atstoScC3ic photograuo should yield conside.mble ...rvecet Over data
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taken frzom zoon. Also carz-ful consideration 4s reuiered of the optimm search technidue wnicb mho,_ld be
uad n practic.

S. cfCN CN1S

n avigation cOnc--Pt has been ,ns.nt.d whereby a goodt navigation accuracy (down, to kcn) can be
realised for an -IFV with the 2ilim,m of on-board equi?meut. Mable I. 0± tte acct,.mie±s of the
various techniques avai2able. --:is proposed that several of these be incorporated into t!:e overzZl MW
control aud guidance aystem so that the controller coa select the one zioat suitable for a given situation. t

Whom a wide bandVidth data Linkc can be mintained the map mtching techn io using 5LR or rM.S
offer, the simplest anid, most Accurate solution with the forowra looking sensor as a good alternatiTe. t
doom-howtever, imfos, a lange workload on the controlIler since, depending on the accuracy of zbe basic on.
board system, the updating needs to be performed every few mi.nutear. A oecmx7Mt navigator is therefore

nvismiged, keeping track of several RFVs. . Zloctrvnic devices which are corrently being developed to
er-lorm area zorrelation for autotic electro-optical tracking =y leaid to automin of the matchi=g
ak in the futurv.

Where the data in-k is limited in bindwidth the laamr/ter:rmin correlation technique should give good
accuracy and -.he process could he co4/uletely autoted to provide a continuous indication of awY pestion.
:iimsa,,ntaqea of the system are the lar-ge amount of data storage and computation necessary at the control
=ecntre, the development work requi rsd to produce an operational system and the unsuitability of the system
over featurvless terrain.

Alternatively recoursei nx be made to a system based on measurements made Orom-the r=lay stax-io0s.
These are well earablished techniques offering good accuracy at short reagee and modest accuracy at long
.jages. Again a completely automatic system in possible.

IM the event of a total failure of *he RPV contrWlguidance link, the on-b,oard system would be
adequate to allow the RPV to avigate itself back to a pre-defined recovery area.
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Digital line graph data

Digital line graph (DUG) data are digital
representations of cartographic infor-
mation. DUG's of map features are
converted to digital form from maps and
related sources. U.S. Geological Survey
CUSGS) DUG data are classified as large,
intermediate, and small scale.

Data sources

Large-scale DUG data are derived from
USGS 1:20,000-, 1:24,000-, and
1:25,000-scale l.-minute topographic
quadr angle maps. If 7.5-minute maps are
not available, sources are used in the
fol-lowing order of preference: (1) advance
manuscripts for 7.5-minute maps; (2)
published 15-minute quadrangles at
1:62,500 scale (1:63,360 scale for
Alaska); and (3) archival compilation
materials for 15-minute quadrangles such
as 1:48,000-scale compilations.

Intermediate-scale DUG data are derived
from USGS 1: 100,000-scale 30- by 60-
minute quadrangle maps. If these maps
are not available, Bureau of Land
Management planimetric maps at a scale
of 1: 100,000 are used, followed by
archival compilation materials.

Small-scale DLG data are derived from
such maps as the USGS 1:2,000,000-scale
sectional maps of the National Atlas of
the United States of America. Alaska
hydrography data were collected at
1: 1,000,000 scale from Landsat images
from 1979. Other categories of data were
revised from 1979-80 sources.

Unit size and file extent

Large-scale DLG data are produced in
7.5-minute units that correspond to USGS
1:20,000-, 1:24,000-, and 1:25,000-scale
topographic quadrangle maps. However,
some older units in the western United
States cover 15-minute ara,ad corres-
pond to maps at 1:62,500 sale. The unit
sizes in Alaska vary depending on
latitude. Units south of 590 N. cover

FaLlshieet

US GeoData
Digital Line Graphs

Plot of DLG data-northwost carrir of Bornbay. New York-Quebec Quadrangle, 1:24,000-i-ale showing
hydrography, roads anid trails, railroads, miscellaneous transportation, and hypsiography.

15- by 20-minute areas; between 590 and
62' N., 15- by 22.5-minute areas; between
620 and 680 N., 15- by 30-minute areas;
and north of 680 N., 15- by 36-minute
areas (all values are latitude and longitude.
respecdively).

Intermediate-scale DLG data are sold in
30-minute units that correspond to the
east or west half of USGS 30- by 60-
minute 1:100,000-scale topographic
quadrangle maps. Each 30-minute unit is
produced and distributed as four 15- by
15-minute cells, except in high-density
areas, where the 15-minute cells may be
divided into four 7.5-minute cells.

Intermediate-scale hydrography and crans-
portation DLG data are sold on compact
disc-read only memory (CD-ROM). Each
disc contains all the 15- by 15-minute cells
within the 1: 100,000-scale quadrangles
that cover a State or States. Currently 3
areas within 14 planned sectional regions
in the United States are available: Area
3--southeasern States of NC, SC, and
GA; Area 4-FL; and Area 13--north-
western States of WA, OR, and ID.

Small-scale DLO data that correspond to
USGS I :2,000,000-scale sectional maps
of the National Atlas are sold in 21 units.
Fifteen sections cover the continental
United States, five cover Alaska, and one

covers Hawaii. These secfional DLG's are
usually sold in multi-State units. Some,
however, may cover only one State or a
portion of a State. All 21 units are
available on a single CD-ROM.

All nonstandard quadrangles with neat-
lines that extend beyond the standard unit
size to accommodate overedge boundaries
are collected as multiples of the standard
unit size. Data covering a 7.5- by 8.5-
minute quadrangle area would, therefore,
be sold as two 7.5-minute units.

Data content

Urge-scale DLG data are available in
nine categories: (1) hypsography,
including contours and supplementary
spot elevations; (2) hydrography,
including flowing water, standing water,
and wetlands; (3) vegetative surface
cover, including woods, scrub, orchards,
vineyards, and vegetative features
associated with wetlands- (4) non-
vegetative features, incluoing lava, sand,
and gravel; (5) boundaries, including
State, county, city, and other national
and State lands such as forests and parks;
(6) survey control and markers, including
horizontal and vertical positions (third
order or better); (7) transportation,
including roads and trails, railroads,



pipelines, and transmission lines; (8)
manimade features, including cultural
features not collected in other major data
categories such as buildings; and (9) the
Public Land Survey System, including,
township, range, and section line
information.

Presently, intermediate-scale OLG's are
sold in five categories: (1) Public Land
Survey System; (2) boundaries; (3) trans-
portation; (4) hydrography; and (5)
hypsography.

Small-scale DLG data are sold in three
categories: (1) boundaries, including
political and administrative boundaries;
(2) transportation, including roads and
trails, railroads, and cultural features
(airports and die Alaska pipeline); and
(3) hydrography, including streams and
water bodies, and hypsography
(Continental Divide only). All of these
categories are also included in the
1:2,000,000-scale CD-ROM.

Data structure

All DLG data distributed by the USGS
are DLG - Level 3 (DLG-3), which means
the data contain a full range of attribute
codes, have full topological structuring.
and have passed certain quality-control
checks. The DLG-3 concept is based on
graph theory in which a twa-dimensional
diagram is expressed as a direct graph
composed of a set of nodes, lines, and
areas that express logical relationships
with minimal redundancy. Nodes define
the end points of lines. A line is an
ordered set of points that describe the
position and shape of a linear feature of
the map. An area is a continuous,
unbroken region of the map bounded by
lines. Applied to a map, this concept
expresses spatial relationships between
map elements that are obvious when the
map is examined. The spatial relation-
ships between features on a map include
concepts such as location, adjacency, and
connections. Data that maintain the spatial
relationships inherent in the map are
topologically structured.

Attribute codes

Attribute codes are used to describe the
physical and cultural characteristics of
DLG node, line, and area elements. Aturi-
bute codes are used to reduce redundant
information, provide enough reference

information to support integration with
larger data base, and describe the
relationships between cartographic
elements. Each DLG element has one or
more attribute codes composed of a three-
digit major code and a four-digit minor
code. For example, with the 1:2,000,000-
scale DLG data, the line attribute code
290 5001 has a major code (290),'
meaning road, with a minor code (5001)
identifying the road as an interstate.

Data formats

Large- and intermediate-scale DLG's are
available in standard and optional
formats. The standard format has reduced
storage requirements, 144-byte logical
record length, an internal file coordinate
system (thousandths of a map inch), and
topological linkages contained only in the
line elements. The optional format is easy
to use with an 80-byte logical record
length, a ground planimetric coordinate
system (Universal Transverse Mercator),
and topological linkages contained in
node, line, and area elements.,.

Small-scale DLG's are available in
standard, optional, and graphic formats.
The standard format is the same as the
large- and intermediate-scale DLG's. The
optional format is also the same as the
large and intermediate scales, except that
it uses the ground planimetric coordinate
system of the Albers Equal-Area Conic
projection. The graphic format is compat-
ible with Geological Survey Cartographic
Automatic Mapping (GS-CAM) plotting
software, with a 20-byte logical record
length; a geographic (latitude-longitude)
coordinate system expressed in degrees,
minutes, and seconds; and no topological
linkages. All three formats are available
on the 1:2,000,000-scale CD-ROM.

Data records

The standard format data are organized
into 9 record types and the optional
format data into I11 record types. For
descriptions of these record types, refer to
Data Users Guide 1-Digital Line Graphs
from 1:24,000-Scale Maps, Data Users
Guide 2-Digital Line Graphs from
1: 100,000-Scale Maps, and Data Users
Guide 3-Digital Line Graphs from
1 :2,000,000-Scale Maps.

The graphic format data are OLG line
records organized by feature type and

ireformatted into two record types: one
line identifier record and multiple
latitude-longitude records.

Data accuracy validation

DLG data do not cary quantified
accuracy statements. However, the data
files are checked and validated before
they are released for distribution for file
fidelity and completeness, attribute
accuracy, and topological fidelity. For
large- and intermediate-scale OWG's,
additional data validation such as edge,
matching and quality control flagging.is
performed.

US GeoData Sampler

The US GeoData Sampler is available
for a nominal charge. Data contents
include the 7.5-minute digital elevation
model (DEM) and the 1:24,000-scale
DLG for Tumnwater, Washington; the
1: 100,000-scale DLG for Tacoma,
Washington; the 1:2,000,000-scale DLG
for the northwestern States (WA, OR,
and ID); the 1- by 2-degree land use and
land cover data for Seattle, Washington;
the 1- by 1-degree DEM for Seattle,
Washington East; and the Geographic
Names Information System data for the
Stare of Washington.

Ordering instructions

DLG data are written as ANSI-standard
ASCII characters in fixed-block format on
unlabeled or ANSI labeled nine-track
magnetic tape at a 1,600-bpi or 6,250-bpi
density. DLG's may be ordered by speci-
fying the scale, format, maximum block
size, tape density, tape label, and either
the topographic quadrangle name or
section, or the southeast latitude and longi-
tude corner coordinates of the sales unit.

The US GeoData Sampler can be ordered
by name and is offered in standard or
optional ASCII DLQ formats, on eidher
one 6,250-bpi or three 1,600-bpi tapes.

To assist you in ordering, the Earth
Science Information Center (ESIC) can
furnish indexes, price lists, and order
forms, Data Users Guides are included
with each order.

For further information, contact the
USGS, Earth Science Information Center,
507 National Center, Reston, VA 22092,
or call 1-800-USA-MAPS.

,kin$ 1993



DIGITAL LINE GRAPHS FROM 1:24,000-SCALE MAPS

This document describes the Digital Line Graphs (DLG's) prepared primarily from the 1:24,000
materials associated with the USGS Topographic Map Series. The series will eventually provide
complete national coverage.

DATA CONTENT

The DLG data files derived from the 1 :24,000-scale and other large-scale maps contain selected
base categories of cartographic data in digital form; these data categories do not necessarily
correspond to the traditional feature separates associated with the maps. The attribute coding
scheme for these data has undergone several revisions since the start of the digital program. A
major revision of these codes has been printed as Standards for Digital Line Graphs - Part 3,
Attribute Coding, which is available for purchase from a USGS ESIC office (see thecordering
information inside the front cover). Currently, DLG data entered in the National Digital
Cartographic Data Base (NDCDB) are coded in accordance with the Standards for Digital Line
Graphs. The implementation of the new coding standards will require the updating of existing files
in the NDCDB in order to have a consistent product available for users. Software and procedures
are being developed to convert existing data files to these codes during the next several years.
Priority will be given to converting files retrieved in response to sales requests. In the meantime, a
data base query will provide identification of' the coding scheme used for any file in the NDCDB.
This information will be supplied to customers when orders are submitted, and upon transmittal of
data files. The following categories are included in current large-scale DLG files:

Boundaries -- This category of data consists of (1) political boundaries that identify
States, counties, cities, and other municipalities, and (2) administrative boundaries
that identify areas such as National and State forests. Political and administrative
boundaries are always collected as a single data set.

Hydrography -- This category of data is currently being collected as combined
hydrography consisting of all flowing water, standing water, and wetlands.

Prior to 1983. hydrographic data were differentiated into two components: streams
and water bodies. Streams represent flowing water and were digitized as a network
intended for hydrologic flow modeling. Streams included the banks of double-line
rivers and centerline connectors placed through double-line rivers and lakes. Water
bodies include standing water such as lakes and ponds. Wetlands and coastal
hydrographic data were not collected.

Public Land Survey System (PLSS) -- This category of data describes the
rectangular system of land surveys that is administered by the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management. PLSS data are only collected for areas falling solely, or in part,
within the States that were formed from the public domain. The PLSS subdivides
the public domain and represents property boundaries or references to property
boundaries. These DLG data are not intended to be official or authoritative. They
are presented as cartographic reference information. The only legal basis for
determining land boundaries remains the original survey.



DIGITAL LINE GRAPHS FROM 1:24,000-SCALE MAPS

continued

Transportation -- This category of data includes major transportation systems
collected in three separate overlays labeled: (1) Roads and Trails, (2) Railroads, and
(3) Pipelines, Transmission Lines, and Miscellaneous Transportation Features.

In the last quarter of 1985, new transportation attribute codes were implemented.
The principal difference between the old and new coding schemes is that under the
old transportation subcategory, certain miscellaneous transportation features were not
collected and descriptive attribute codes were not used.

Other Significant Manmade Structures -- This category of data includes
miscellaneous cultural features not included in the other major data categories.

New attribute codes for Other Significant Manmnade Structures were implemented in
the last quarter of 1985. Very little data from this category currently reside in the
NDCDB.

The attribute codes for the following base categories were newly defined in late 1985. Currently,
there are very little data available in these categories.

* Hypsography -- This category off data consists of information on topographic relief
(primarily contour data).

* Surface Cover -- This category of data consists of information about vegetative
surface cover such as woods. scrub, orchards, and vineyards. Vegetative features
associated with wetlands, such as marshes and swamps, are collected under
Hydrography.

* Non-Vegetative Surface Features -- This category of data consists of information
about the natural surface of the Earth as symbolized on the map such as lava, sand,
and gravel features. This category is not all-inclusive, as other non-vegetative
surface features are found in the category of Hydrography.

* Survey Control and Markers -- This category of data consists of information about
the points of established position and third-order or better elevations that are used as
fixed references in positioning and correlating map features.



DIGITAL LINE GRAPHS FROM 1:100,000-SCALE MAPS

DATA CONTENT

The DLG data files derived from the 1:100,000-scale maps contain selected
base categories of cartographic data in digital form; these data cate-
gories do not necessarily correspond to the traditional feature separates
associated with the maps. The following categories are included in cur-
rent 1:100,000 DLG files:

* Hydrography --. This category of data describes combined
hydrography consisting of all flowing water, standing water, and
wetlands.

* Transportation -- This category of data includes major trans-
portation systems collected in three separate subcategories
labeled: (1) roads and trails, (2) railroads, and (3) pipelines,
transmission lines, and miscellaneous transportation.

* Hypsography -- This category of data consists of information on
topographic relief (primarily contour data), and supplementary
spot elevations.

* Boundaries -- This category of data consists of (1) political
boundaries that identify States, counties, cities, and other
municipalities, and (2) administrative boundaries that identify
areas such as National and State forests. Political and admini-
strative boundaries are always collected as a single data set.

* Public Land Survey System (PLSS) -- This category of data
describes the rectangular system of land surveys that is
administered by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management. PLSS data
are only collected for areas falling solely, or in part, within
the States that were formed from the public domain. The PLSS
subdivides the public domain and represents property boundaries
or references to property boundaries. These DLG data are not
intended to be official or authoritative. They are presented as
cartographic reference information. The only legal basis for
determining land boundaries remains the original survey.

The hypsography, boundary, and PLSS categories were authorized for
production in late 1987. Currently there is very little data available
in these categories.

The remaining categories: manmade features, survey control, vegetative
surface cover, and nonvegetative features are projected to enter the
production phase in 1990.



DIGITAL LIINE GRAPHS FROM 1:2,000,000-SCALE MAPS

DATA CONTENT

The DLG data files derived from the 1:2,000,000-scale maps contain selected base categories of
cartographic data in digital form. The data riles are derived from the sectional maps of the 1970
National Atlas of the United States of America. The following categories ame included in current
1:2,000,000-scale DLG files:

* Boundaries -- This category of data includes boundary information collected in two
separate subcategories: (1) Political Boundaries and (2) Administrative Boundaries.

* Hydrography -- This category of data includes features collected in three separate
subcategories: (1) Streams, (2) Water Bodies, and (3) Hypsography (Continental
Divide only).

* Transportation -- This category of data includes major transportation systems
collected in three separate subcategories: (1) Roads and Trails, (2) Railroads, and
(3) Cultural Features (airports and Alaska pipeline).

DISTRIBUTION FORMATS

The 1:2,000,000-scale DLG data are available in three distribution formats: (1) standard,
(2) optional, and (3) graphic.

The Standard distribution format was designed to minimize storage requirements. Explicit
topological linkages are contained only in the line elements.

The Optional distribution format was designed for data interchange. These files are typically larger
than those in the standard format but, for certain applications, can simplify processing
requirements. Topological linkages are explicitly encoded between all line and node elements, and
all line and area elements. This structure allows a polygon data structure to be easily created.

The GraphIc distribution format was designed to be compatible with the GS-CAM (Geological
Survey - Cartographic Automatic Mapping) software. This software provides for plotting line and
point information using a variety of map projections, scales, and graphic symbologies.

The files in the graphic distribution format are derived from the topologically
structured DLG data described above, and contain a subset of the line and attribute code
information in the DLG files. No node or area information is stored in these files. These files are
not topologically structured.

The small-scale (1:2,000,000-scale) DLG sectional U.S. coverage'
data is available on a CD-ROM for $32.



DIGITAL LINE GRAPHS FROM 1:2,000,000-SCALE MAPS --continued

Multistate cells used for Digital Line Graphs from 1:2,000,000-scale maps.

INDEX MAP

NORTHEASTERN STATES
MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES
SOUTHEASTERN STATES
FLORIDA
SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATES
CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATES
NORTHERN GREAT LAKES STATES
SOUTHERN TEXAS
SOUTHERN PLAINS STATES
CENTRAL PLAINS STATES
NORTHERN PLAINS STATES
ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
CENTRAL PACIFIC STATES
NORTHWESTERN STATES
SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA
CENTRAL ALASKA
NORTHERN ALASKA
SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS



DIGITAL LINE GRAPHS

DISTRIBUTION FORMATS

T"he 1:24,000-scale and other large-scale DLG data are available in two distribution formats: (1)
standard and (2) optional.

The Standard distribution format is 'intended to minimize storage requirements. Explicit topological
linkages are contained only in the line elements (starting node, ending node, area to the left of
direction of travel, area to the right of direction of travel).

The Optional distribution format was designed to facilitate data usage. The topological relationships
explicitly encoded include starting node, ending node, area to the left of direction of travel and area
to the right of direction of travel for line elements, bounding lines for area elements, and bounding
lines for node elements. These files are typically larger than those in the standard format but, for
certain applications, can simplify processing requirements. For example, topological linkages are
explicitly encoded for all line, node, and area elements, allowing a polygon data structure to be
easily created. These linkages facilitate GIS applications of DLG data as well as generation of
graphic products.

The characteristics of the standard and optional DLG formats are

Standard and optional DLG format

Character set

Logical record
length

length (blocksize)

Coordinate system

Topological
linkages

Standard

8-bit ASCII

144 bytes

Variable in
multiples of
144 bytes.

Internal file
(thousandths of
a map inch).

Contained only
in line elements.

Optional

8-bit ASCII

80 bytes

Varible in
multiples of
80 bytes.

Ground
planimetric
(UTM).

Contained in
node, area, and
line elements.



APPENDIX --Standard DLG Distribution Format (Record Contents)

In the standard DEC distribution format, the topological linkages are contained only in the lint elements. The
files are physically comprised of standard 8-bit ASCII characters organized into fixed-length logical records of
144 characters. Nine distinct record types are defined.

Logical
record

A
B
C

D.1
DI
E
F
G

Content

Header record containing DLG identification information.
Header record containing projection information and registration paints.
Header record identifying data categories contained in this DLG and indicating the
number of nodes, areas, and lines in each category.
A node or an area record.
A line record.
Record containing x,y coordinate string.
Record containing attribute codes.
Record containing text string (not currently used).

H- Accuracy estimate (not currently used).

The actual sequence of records in a standard distribution DLG file is as follows:

records
A (one record)
B (one record)
C (one record)

2. Data records
Node records

Node description (D.1)
Attribute codes (F)
Text string (G)

Area records
Area description (D.1)
Attribute codes (F)
Text string (G)

Line records
Line description (D.2)
x,y coordinates (E)
Attribute codes (F)
Text string (G)

3. Accuracy estimate
Type H (one record) (not

Repeated
for each
node within a
data category

Repeated
for each
area within a
data category

Repeated
for each
tine within a
data category

Repeated
for each
data category

currently used)

1. Header
Type
Type
Type



APPENDIX --Sample DLG Data File (Standard Distribution Format)
(Each 144-chame recod is ebo" a wn mocav 12-cbuact Hin".)

1 10 -0.122033045000000n 09
-0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-0. 122 62500 0000000On
0 .383750000000000D

-0. 122500 000000000On

0. 609594407590000D
0.4240374455600 00D

SW -8971-11376NW -8955

1968 24000

0.380180450000000D 0S
0.0 -

0.0

2< 0.620000000000000D 00 0 4
03 0.i82500000000000D 02 -0.122625000000000D 03
02 -0,.22500000000000D 03 0.383750000000000D 02
03 0.382500000000000D 02

00 -0.288178569420000D-02 0.538248793410000D 06
07 4
11375NE 8955 11376SE 8971-11376

BOUJNDARIES (24&25)

N 1 -8971-11376

N 2 -8955 11375

N 3 8955 11376

N 4 8971-11376

if 5 -8966 3203

N 6 2101 11374

N 7 5832 11376

N 8 7513 11376

N 9 8956 7494

N 10 8961 2884

N 11 3469 10371

N 12 5530 9212

N 13 -3115-10127

N 14 7520 11175

90 1

GLEN ELLEN

3

7 530



APPENDIX -- Sample DLQ Data File (Optional Distribution Format)
(E=bh 80-chs.cw =eord is shon as'a single line.)

USGS-NMD DLG DATDA -CHARACTER FORMAT - 09-29-82 VERSION
GLEN ELLEN 1968 24000

3 1 10 ,2 0.61000000000Dl+00 4
-0.122033045000000D+09 0.380180450000000DI08

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

4 1

0.0
0. 10000000000OD+01

-Sw 38.250000
NW 38.375000
NE 38.375000
8E 38.250000
BOMMDARIES (24&25)
N 1 532812.91

1 -10
Il 2 532757.10

-2 3
N 3 543674.93

-6 7
N 4 543750.25

-9 10
N 5 532773.94

-1 2 12
N 6 539496.77

-3 4 17
N 7 541771.16

-4 5 -19
N> 8 542795.89

-5 6 -14
N 9 543686.72

-7 8 -15
* 10 543703.06

-8 9 -20
N 11 540333.59

-16 -17 18
N 12 541593.59

-18 19 20
N 13 536379.09

N 14 542800.74
14 15
90 1

N 15 537351.64
-12 13

90 1
* 16 538780.02

-13 16
90 1

0.0
-122. 6250p00
-122.625000
-122.500000
-122.500000

0 16
4233413.86

4247282.79

4247335.01

4233465.56

4242301.15

4247314.04

4247326.01

4247330.85

4244968.57

4242158.35

4246706.56

4245945.02

4234192.12

4247208.34

4243171.97

4243415.25

0.0
532812.91
532757.10
543674.93
543750.25

16 010 7
2

0.0
4233413.86
4247282.79
4247335.01
4233465.56
7 010 20

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

o 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

20 1



APPENDIX --Optional DLG Distribution Format (Record Contents)

In the optional DLG distribution format, topological linkages are explicitly encoded for node and area
elements as well as for line elements. The files are physically comprised of S-bit ASCII characters organized
into fixed-length logical records of 80 characters (bytes), Bytes 1-72 of each record may contain DLG data,
and bytes 73-SO may contain a record sequence number.-

The 11 distinct record types used in the optional DLG3 distribution formnat may be categorized as header and
data records.

Four types of records are considered header records:

* File identification and description records
* Accuracy records (not currently used)
* Control-point identification records
* Data-category identification records

Seven types of records are considered data records:

Node and are identification records
Node-tn-line linkage records
Area-ta-line linkage records
Line identification records (also contains
Coordinate string records
Attribute code records
Text records (not currently used)

line-tn-node and line-to-area linkages)

The actual sequence of records in an optional distribution format DLG file is as follows:

1; Header records
Ten file identification and

description records
Accuracy records (not currently used)
Control point identification records

(one per control-point)
Data category identification records

(one per data category in the file)

2. Data records
Node identification record

Node-ta-line linkage record(s)
Attribute code record(s)
Text record(s)

Area identification record
Area-ta-line linkage record(s)
Attribute code record(s)
Text record(s)

Line identification records
Coordinate string record(s)
Attribute code record(s)
Text record(s)

Repeated
for each
node within a
data category

Repeated
for each
area within a
data category

Repeated
for each
line within a
data category

Repeated
for each
data category
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Digital Elevation Models

Digital elevation models

Digital elevation model (DEM) data
consist of an anry of regularly spaced
elevations. U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) DEM data are said in 7.5-
minute, 15-minute (Alaska only), and
1 -degree units.

Data production

DEM data for 7.5-minute units are
collected by four production methods:
(1) the Gestalt Photo Mapper II (GPM2),
an automated photogrammetric system
designed to produce orthophotos, digital
terrain dais, and contours in subunits
called patches; (2) manual profiling from
photograrmmetric stereomodels using
stereoplotters equipped with three-axis
electronic digital profile recording
modules, by scanning stereomnodels
along successive terrain profiles; (3)
interpolation of the elevations from
stereonmodel digitized contours, derived
from stereoplotters equipped with three-
ais digital recording modules used for
compilation of 7.5-minute. topographic
quadrangle maps; and (4) interpolation
from digital line graph (DLG) hypso-
graphic and hydrographic data, collected
using scanners, manual digitizers, and
automated line followers.

DEM data for 15-minute units arm
derived from DLG hypsographic and
hydrographic data.

DEM data for 1-degree units are collected
from topographic map sources, ranging
from the 7.5-minute map series to the
1 -by 2-degree map series, or from photo-
graphic sources by using image correlation
systems.

Unit size and ile extent

OEM data for 7.5-minute units corres-
pond to the USGS 7.5-minute topographic
quadrangle map series for all of the
United States and its territories except
Alaskn.

partion of a 7.5-mnute DEM plot of Tumwatef, WA

DEM data for 15-minute units correspond
to the USGS 15-minute topographic
quadrangle map series in Alaska. The unit
sizes in Alaska vary depending on the
latitude. UJnits south of 59*'N. cover 15-
by 20-minute areas, those between 59*
and 62' N. cover 15- by 22-5-minute
areas, those between 620 and 680 N.
cover 15- by 30-minute areas, and those
north of 680 N. cover 15- by 36-minute
areas. (All values are latitude-longitude,
respectively.)

DEM data are produced by the Defense
Mapping Agency in 1- by 1 -degree units
that correspond to the east or west half of
USGS 1- by 2-degree topographic quad-
rangle map series (1:250,000 scale) for all
of the United States and its territories. In
Alaska these are west, central, and east
files.

All nonstandard quadrangles with neat-
lines that extend beyond the standard unit
size to accommodate overedge boundaries
are collected as multiples of the standard
unit sizes. These data, therefore, are sold
as two 7.5- by 7.5-minuLe units.

Data characteristics

All DEM data are similar in logical data
structure and are ordered from south to
north in profiles that are ordered from
west to east. However, they differ in
geographic reference systems and
sampling intervals.

DEM data in 7.5-minute units consist of
regular arrays of elevations arranged
horizontally on the Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) coordinate system of
the North American Datum of 1927
(NAD 27). These data are stored as
profiles with 30-meter spacing along and
between each profile. The profiles do
not always have the same number of
elevations because of dhe variable angle
between true north and grid north in the
UTM system.

DEM data in 15-minute units consist of
regular arrays of elevations arranged
horizontally to the coordinate system of
NAD 27. The spacing between elevations
along profiles is 2 arc seconds of latitude
by 3 arc seconds of longitude. Each
profile has 451 elevations.

DEM data in 1 -degree units consist of
a regular array of elevations arranged
horizontally using the coordinate system
of the World Geodetic System 1972
Datum. A few units are also available
using the World Geodetic System 193 4
Datum. Spacing of the elevations along
and between each profile is 3 arc seconds
with 1.201 elevations per profile. The
only exception is DEM data in Alaska,
where the spacing and number of
elevations per profile varies depending on
the latitude. Latitudes between 500 and
700 N. have spacings at 6 arc seconds
with 601 elevations per profile, and
latitudes greater than 700 N. have
spacings at 9 arc seconds with 401
elevations per profile.



7 5 - Minute OEM piot of Tumwalef. Washington

Data records

A DEM file is organized into three logical
records, types A, B, and C. The type A
record contains information defining the
general characteristics of the DEM,
including its name, boundaries, units of
measurement, minimum and maximum
elevations, number of type B records, and
projection parameters. There is only one
type A record per DEM file. The type B
record contains profiles of elevation data
and associated header information. There
is a type B record for each profile. The
type C record contains statistics on the
accuracy of the data.

Data accuracy

The accuracy of DEM data depends on
the source and resolution of the data
samples. The accuracy of the 7.5-minute
DEM data is derived by comparing linear
interpolated elevations in the DEM with
corresponding map location elevations
and computing the statistical standard
deviation or root-mean-square error
(RMSE). The RMSE is used to describe
the DEM accuracy. The vertical accuracy
of 7.5-minute DEM's is 15 meters or
better. The 15-minute DEM accuracy is
one-half of a contour interval of the
15-minute topographic quadrangle map

or better. The 1-degree DEM data have
an absolute accuracy of-130 meters
horizontally and 30 meters vertically.

US GeoData Sampler

A US GeoData Sampler is available for a
nominal charge. The sampler includes the
7.5-minute DEM and the 1:24,000-scale
DLG for Tumnwater, Washington; the
1: 100,000-scale DLG for Tacoma,
Washington; the 1:2,000,000-scale DLG
for the northwestern States (WA, OR,
and ID); 1- by 2-degree land use and
land cover data for Seattle, Washington;
the I -by I -degree DEM for Seattle,
Washington East; and the Geographic
Names Information System data for the
State of Washington.

Ordering instructions

DEM data are written as ANSI-standard
ASCII characters in fixed-block format
on unlabeled or ANSI labeled 9-track
magnetic tapes at a 1,600-bpi or 6,250-bpi
density. The logical record length is 1,024
bytes with a physical record size of 4,096
bytes or four logical records. DEM data
may be ordered by specifying the unit
size, maximum block size, tape density,
and tape label and by identifying the sales
unit by topographic quadrangle name or

by the southeast latitude and longitude
corner coordinates.

The US GeoData Sampler can be ordered
in standard or optional ASCII DLG
formats, on either one 6,250-bpi or three
1,600-bpi tapes.

The Earth Science Infornation Center
can furnish indexes, price lists, and order
forms. Data,Users Guides are included
with each order.

For further information, contact:

U.S. Geological Survey
Earth Science Information Center
507 National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092
1-800-USA-MAPS

Ju.ne 1993

N



DIGITAL ELEVATION MODELS

7.5-MINUTE DIGITAL ELEVATION MODELS

Characteristics

A 7.5-minute DEM has the following characteristics:

The data consist of a regular array of elevations referenced horizontally in the UJTM
coordinate system. The reference datum may be North American Darumo of 1927
(NAD 27), North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83), Old Hawaiian Datum (OHD),
or Puerto Rico Datum of 1940 (PRD)).

* The unit of coverage is the 7.5-minute quadrangle. Overedge coverage is not pro-
vided.

* The data are ordered from south to north in profiles that are ordered from west to
cast,

* The data are stored as profiles in which the spacing of the elevations along and
between each profile is 30 m.

* The profiles do not always have the same number of elevations because of the vari-
able angle between the quadrangle's true north and the grid north of the UTM coor-
dinate system.

* Elevations for the continental U.S. are either meters or feet referenced to the National
Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 CNGVD 29). Elevations for Hawaii and Puerto
Rico are either in meters or feet referenced to local mean sea level. DEM's of low-
relief terrain or generated from contour maps with intervals ofT 10 ft (3 mn) or less are
generally recorded in feet. DEM's of moderate to high-relief terrain or generated
from maps with terrain contour intervals greater than 10 ft are generally recorded in
meters.

Profiles for 7.5-minute DEM's are generated by using a UTM cartesian coordinate system as a
base. The profiles are clipped to the straight-line intercept between the four geographic corners
of the quadrangle--an approximation of the geographic map boundary (neatline).

The resulting area of coverage for the DEM is a quadrilateral, the opposite sides of
which are not parallel.

The UTM coordinates of the four corners (bounds) of the DEM's are listed in the type A record,
as shown in table Il data element 11; the UTM coordinates of the starting points of each profile
are listed in the type B record (profiles), table 2tdata element 3. These coordinates describe the
shape of the quadrilateral and the variable x, y starting position of each profile. Because of the
variable orientation of the quadrilateral in relation to the UTM coordinate system, profiles inter-
sect the east and west neatlines as well as the north and south neatlines.
In addition, DEM's have profile casting values that are continuous from one DEM to the adjoin-
ing DEM only if the adjoining DEM is contained witin the same UJTM zone.

* See Data Users Guide 5 - Digital Elevation Models



Structure of Digital Data

The Earth Science Information Centers (ESIC) distribute digital cartographic/geographic data files
produced by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) as part of the National Mapping Program. The
data iles are grouped into four basic types. The first type, called a Digital Line Graph (DLG), is
line map information in digital form. These data files include information on planimetric base cate-
gories, such as transportation, hydrography, and boundaries. The second type, called a Digital
Elevation Model (DEM), consists of a sampled array of elevations for ground positions that are
usually at regularly spaced intervals. The third type, Land Use and Land Cover digital data,
provide information on nine major classes of land use such as urban, agricultural, or forest as well
as associated map data such as political units and Federal land ownership. The fourth type, the
Geographic Names Information System, provides primary information for known places, features,
and areas in the United States identified by a proper name.

The digital cartographic data files from selected quadrangles currently available from ESIC include
the following:I

* Digital Elevation Models (DEM's)
- 7.5-minute
- 15-minute
- 30-minute
- 1-degree

* Digital Line Graphs (DLG 's)
- 1 :24,000-scale
- 1:62,500-scale
- 1:63,360-scale
- 1:100,000-scale
- 1:2,000,000-scale

* Land Use and Land Cover digital data
- 1:250,000- and 1:100,000-scale Land Use and Land Cover and associated maps
- 1:250,000-scale Alaska Interim Land Cover

* Geographic Names Information System

The digital data are useful for the production of cartographic products such as plotting base maps
and for various kinds of spatial analysis. A major use of these digital cartographic/geographic
data is to combine them with other geograpliically referenced data, enabling scientists to conduct
automated analyses in support of various decision making processes.

The information for the following pages on "Structure of Digital
Data" was obtained from sections of the DATA USERS GUIDES listed:

DATA USERS GUIDES

1: Digital Line Graphs from 1:24,000-Scale Maps - $2
2: Digital Line Graphs from 1:100,000-Scale Maps - $1 .50
3: Digital Line Graphs from 1:2,000,000-Scale Maps - $1.50
4: Land Use and Land cover from 1:2,000,000-Scale Maps - $1
5: Digital Elevation Models - $1
6: Geographic Names Information System - $1
7: Alaska Interim Land Cover Mapping Program - $1

Data Users Guides 1-7 replace Geological Survey Circular 895 B-G.



ALASKA DIGITAL ELk VATION MODELS

* The product consists of a regular array of elevations referenced horizontally to the
geographic (latitude/longitude) coordinate system of NAD) 27 or NA]) 83.

* Elevation data on the quadrangle neatlines (all four sides) share edge profiles with the

surrounding eight quadrangles.

* Elevations are in meters or feet relative to NGVD 29.

* The data axe ordered from south to north in profiles that are ordered from west to
east

Characteristics

7.5-NINUTE Alaska DEM's have the following characteristics:

* The unit of coverage corresponds to four basic quadrangle sizes for 1:24,000- and
1:25,000-scale graphics (depending on latitude):

Cell size limits

7.5 x 18 minutes
7.5 x 15 minutes
7.5 x 11.25 minutes
7.5 x 10 minutes

State of Alaska north of 680 N latitude
Between 620 N and 680 N latitude
Between 590 N and 620 N latitude
State of Alaska south of 590 N latitude

* The longitudinal limits of these cells are computed east and west-of the -150 degree
meridian. The north-south cell limits conform to even multiples of 7.5 minutes of
latitude.

* The data axe collected with a 1- x 2-arc-second spacing in latitude and longitude,
respectively. The first and last data points along a profile are at the integer degrees
of latitude. A profile will therefore contain 451 elevations.

Characteristics

15-MIN UTE Alaska DEM's have the following characteristics:

The unit of coverage corresponds to four basic quadrangle sizes for 1:63,360-scale
graphics (depending on latitude):

Cell size limits

15 x 36 minutes
15 x 30 minutes
15 x 22.5 minutes
15 x 20 minutes

State of Alaska north of 680 N latitude
Between 620 N and 680 N latitude
Between 590 N and 620 N latitude
State of Alaska south of 590 N latitude

The longitudinal limits of these cells are computed east and west of the -150 degree
meridian. The north-south cell limits conform to even multiples of 15 minutes of
latitude.

The data arm
respectively.
of latitude.

collected with
The first and

A profile will

a 2- x 3-3rC74econd spacing in latitude, and longitude,
last data points along a profile are at the integer degrees
therefore contain 451 elevations.



1-DECREE DIGITAL ELEVATION MOu ELS

1-Degree DEM (3- x 3-arc-second data spacing). Provides coverage in 1- x 1-degree
blocks. Two products (three in some regions of Alaska) provide the same coverage
as a standard USGS I- x 2-degree map series quadrangle. The basic elevation model
is produced by or for the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA), but is distributed by
USGS in the DEM data record format.

Characteristics

A 1-degree DEM has the following characteristics:

The produict consists of a regular array of elevations referenced horizontally on the
geographic (latitude/longitude) coordinate system of the World Geodetic System 1972
Datum (WGS 72) or the World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS 84).

The unit of coverage is a 1- x 1-degree block. Elevation data on the integer degree
lines (all four sides) correspond with the same profiles on the surrounding eight
blocks.

* Elevations are in meters relative to NGVD 29 in the continental U.S.-~and local mean
sea level in Hawaii and Puerto Rico.

* The data are ordered from south to north in profiles that are ordered from west to
east.

* Spacing of the elevations along each profile is 3 arc-seconds. The first and last data
points are at the integer degrees of latitude. A profile will therefore contain 1,201
elevations.

* Spacing between profiles varies by latitude; however, the first and last data points are
at the integer degrees of longitude. North of 500 degrees N and south of 70' N, the
spacing is 6 arc-seconds with 601 profiles per product. For the remainder of Alaska
north of 700 N the spacing is 9 arc-seconds with 401 profiles per product.

For U.S. 1:250,000-scale
to order TWO 1 degree bj
WEST HALF. They are TWC
costs: $7 for each half
if you are ordering six

1 degree by 2 degr
P1 degree DEN units
separate DEM units

for a total of $14
or more units.

ee areas, you need
EAST HALF and

with TWO separate
for the entire area,

1220 1210

SAN JOSE

10 x 20

1: 2 50 ,00 0-
scale area

For ALASKA 1:250,000-scale DEMs, some areas require THREE units:
EAST HALF, CENTRAL HALF and WEST HALF, if you want the entire area.
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